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ABSTRACT

Presented is an examination and analysis of a failed river protection institution in California from the 1960s

to the early 1980s focusing on the California Wild and Scenic River Act of 1972. This act was designed

to protect valued North Coast rivers, but its implementation failed under intense political pressure from two

diametrically opposed and entrenched coalitions. This case study is primarily viewed under a lens of

institutional analysis developed by Elinor Ostrom and the Indiana School of Public Choice. This method

describes institutions as rules. When data allows, the river protection institution is enriched beyond rule

based descriptions using other approaches which address relationships between individuals, organizations,

and the structure of the institution. In conclusion, key lessons are identified which constitute important

issues to policy-makers attempting to design or reform institutions. Also, methodologic questions raised

during the analysis are discussed.
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PREFACE

Presented is a case study and analysis of a river protection program in California from the 1960s

to the early 1980s. Chapter One will provide an overview of the thesis concentrating on events which

make this case study particularly attractive to students of institutional analysts. In Chapter Two, a

descriptive approach to institutional analysis will be examined which structures the case study into key

categories, each described by a particular rule. Chapters Three, Four, and Five will examine the river

protection institution and its environment using the descriptive tool outlined in Chapter Two. For analytical

convenience, each respective chapter will examine a particular time period: the period prior to the passage

of the California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1972; the implementation period between 1972 and 1982;

and the period ending with the Act's amendments in 1982. Each snapshot provides both the important

economic, geographic, historic, and political considerations as well as the structure of this institution in

categorical units. Chapter Six will examine participant's ability to perceive institutional inadequacies and

develop strategies to resolve those inadequacies. The concluding chapter, Chapter Seven, will identify

lessons which address important issues to policy-makers attempting to design or reform institutions. It also

will respond to methodologic questions raised during the analysis.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction

The California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1972 (CWSRA) was passed to preserve several

rivers in Northern California that were perceived to be threatened by development. Rivers adopted into

CWSRA were said to possess "extraordinary scenic, recreational, fishery, or wildlife values". Through

adoption, component rivers would be preserved in their free-flowing condition, together with their

immediate environments, for the benefit and enjoyment of the public.

CWSRA represents attempted institutional innovation at the state level by actors who perceived

an inadequacy in the protection of valued North Coast rivers. Previous investigations of CWSRA examined

the federal-state relationship with particular emphasis to the legal institution (Fairfax, 1984) and the social

and political context of California's river protection institution in the larger scope of California's water

politics (Munro, 1988). This case study applies current institutional analysis methods which will describe

the institution in a consistent language. This language then becomes the basis for an attempt to explore

the relationships between resource users and the evolution of wild and scenic river resource uses.

Depending on what was at stake to whom, opposition or support for CWSRA came from major

historical, current, and potential users of the North Coast rivers and their watersheds. In this examination,

support and opposition are viewed as action taken in response to perceived inadequacies in the existing

institution. Specifically, opponents of the legislation did not want to limit opportunities for river and

watershed development. This would have created the perception of economic hardship. CWSRA proposed

to remove significant tracts of public and private land from timber harvesters, thus potentially harming local

social and economic well-being. Opposition included many of California's political elite: water utilities

in Southern California (particularly the Metropolitan Water District), timber companies, and several

agricultural interests and local governments who sought to maintain their local control over natural

'California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Chapter 1.4. SS 5093.50-69, (1972).
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resources. The strongest opposition to CWSRA came from North Coast counties such as Humboldt and

Del Norte which depended on the economic stability of the timber harvesting and lumber producing

industries.

Supporters of CWSRA were generally opposed to large-scale timber harvesting, impoundments,

and diversions in North Coast watersheds. A prevalent environmental concern associated with timber

harvesting in these watersheds was the destruction of fish habitat. Timber harvesting can cause accelerated

soil erosion in the watersheds, which in turn would have increased the sediment load of the rivers.

Excessive sediment loads were viewed as detrimental to fish habitat, particularly in sections where gravel

deposits in the river channel become buried. Gravel deposits provide spawning grounds for anadromous

fish. Support for CWSRA came from environmentalists, commercial and recreational fisherman, and

other recreational interests. Environmental and recreational interests that were instrumental in spearheading

CWSRA were the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Sierra Club; the California Committee of Two

Million, and California Trout Incorporated. Reservoirs typically flood canyons and riparian habitat limiting

certain recreational and scenic activities.

Prior to 1972, public policy which addressed the environmental concerns of fisherman and

environmentalists were already in place at the national level. In 1968, the federal government had

established the National Wild and Scenic River Act (NWSRA). NWSRA established a standard for river

protection through the development of designation criteria corresponding to three levels of classification:

wild, scenic, and recreational. NWSRA encouraged states to create their own wild and scenic river

programs. Subsequently, in 1972 CWSRA modeled NWSRA providing the same designation criteria and

classification scheme.

The objectives of NWSRA can be viewed as an attempt to change important institutional

components in the management and development of watershed resources. The type of activities allowed

in designated watersheds was restricted lessening the impact of resource development activities. NWSRA
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limited the scope of timber harvesting and dam building in areas with wild and scenic values. Conversely,

emphasis was given to recreationists' and environmentalists' activities through river protection expanding

their use of the resource.

Unlike NWSRA, CWSRA contained broad language which failed to define the extent of riparian

protection. Protected river corridors were determined at the discretion of the implementation agency. The

content of the river management plans was also ambiguous. State agencies had no guidance document for

the preparation of these plans which resulted in an iterative approach characterized by continued river

management plan formulation, rejection, and revision. Between 1972 and 1980, California as a whole

struggled with natural resource shortages which altered the course of the state's resource and preservation

programs. Not surprisingly, attempts at implementing CWSRA which threatened to redistribute the rights

to significant resource reserves from development to protection were blocked by local protest and legislative

budget cuts. Required public hearings prior to legislative river management plan approval created such

controversy that two of four proposed plans were withdrawn from further investigation. Simultaneously,

delays in implementing these plans led the Legislative Analyst to recommending budget cuts CWSRA's

planning process.

In the summer of 1980, two important related events changed the future of the California wild and

scenic rivers program. Water developers sought a final solution to the problem of sustaining urban and

agricultural expansion in the southern half of the state. Their proposed solution, known as the Peripheral

Canal Proposal, had been controversial since its inclusion in the State Water Plan during the early 1960s.

Under a revised plan, operations would pump water from the Feather River in Northern California into

the Central Valley were it would flow to Southern California. At that time, the proposal was considered,

"the best anyone could get under the circumstances. " 2 This compromising atmosphere was partly due to

the political strength of the state's growing environmental movement fresh off a legal victory blocking

2Robert Gottlieb, A Life of Its Own (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers, 1988), pp. 18.
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construction of a dam on the Eel River. In fact, the environmentalists had forced modification of the

Peripheral C.1.1 Proposal to include language protecting North Coast rivers through constraints on the

development process. In August of 1980, Governor Jerry Brown signed the proposal into law. At the

signing ceremonies, Governor Brown said, *A water project already authorized is now constrained by a

deep commitment to environmental values. " 3 The depth of this "environmental commitment" was not fully

revealed at the time of the passage of the Peripheral Canal Proposal. Just after the signing, Governor

Brown proposed five designated California rivers for inclusion into NWSRA. NWSRA allowed state

governors to propose to the Secretary of the Interior the addition of state designated rivers to the federal

system.

For the purposes of this analysis, both the Peripheral Canal Proposal and the proposed designations

are analyzed as strategies by the Brown Administration to change the rules which govern actor's behavior,

activities, and the allocation of costs and benefits. Governor Brown acted both outside and inside the river

protection institution in an attempt to end the deadlock between development and protectionist coalitions.

But the suddenness and autonomous nature of his action aroused suspicion and became a rallying point for

opposition. North Coast counties, with the support of timber interests, took Governor Brown's designations

to court. Congress amended NWSRA to require legislative and gubernatorial agreement on the inclusion

of state designated rivers. Moreover, pro-development forces encouraged the Legislature to amend

CWSRA guaranteeing access to river and river corridors protected since 1972. Although the federal

designations withstood the pro-development's attack, state river protection under CWSRA was greatly

changed.

Policy makers and policy analysts must recognize that institutional factors can often have a most

formidable impact upon water resources programs. Institutional change often deals with restructuring the

rules of the game. Examples of elements which are impacted by rules and rules changes are: the

'Gottlieb, 1988: 19.
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allocation of benefits and costs, individual prestige and position, the emphasis given to an actor's activities,

who has access, and what activities must, may, or may not be undertaken. Affected players in this game

will pay a high price to have a say in policy outcomes. Implementation of water resource programs, which

may otherwise be beneficial, face these players and arrangements and may be stymied by their resistance.

A list of factors of interest to policy makers and implementation agents would include:

1. Successful implementation strategies.
2. Determination of resource and information availability.
3. Anticipation of problems and well thought solutions.
4. Adequate assessments of the role of technology in fixing institutional factors.

Policy makers and agency chiefs will benefit from research into these institutional factors if that research

produces tools which direct or guide policy design and planning action for specific institutional

environments.

Of further purpose, methods of institutional analysis ought to be improving. Key barriers to

improvement lie both within the field of research and within organizations'. For example:

1.	 Agency reluctance to manipulate or change existing institutional structures.
3. Institutions have a non-quantifiable nature coupled with unpredictability.
4. Institutional impacts on decision-making processes are deniable.
5.	 Reticence towards venturing into unfamiliar territory by the community of

practitioners and scholars who undertake, interpret, and evaluate assessments.

A popular approach to understanding institutions is to apply an institutional model. Analysts turn

to models to overcome uncertainty in a case study of limited empirical information. Thomas Dye lists five

utilities of conceptual models which I find illuminating5. Models simplify and clarify our thinking about

politics and public policy. They identify important aspects of policy problems. Models help establish a

common linguistic framework focusing on essential features of political life. Models direct our efforts to
-

'Ingram, Mann, Weatherford, and Cortner, "Guidelines for Improved Institutional Analysis in Water Resource
Planning", Water Resources Research, Vol. 20, No. 3, 1984: 7.

'Thomas Dye, Understanding Public Policy 6th ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1975: 23.
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better understanding public policy by suggesting what is important and what is unimportant. Finally, they

suggest explanations for public policy and may predict its consequences.

Nonetheless, a modeling exercise is not advantageous if the analyst is unable to communicate

inherent assumptions and outputs. It is generally the instance that current models of institutional analysis

do not promote a clear language nor consistent methods. For example, the definition of an institution

ranges from "rules" to "organizational networks". Treatment of how institutions change ranges from

comparative statics (which does not explain how the institution arouse but has an understandable, pragmatic

methodology) to the attempted inclusion of a temporal variable (which attempts to show the origins of

institutions without a coherent methodology).

In a paper entitled Guidelines for Improved Institutional Analysis in Water Resources Planning

Helen Ingram et.al. put forth a catalog of important factors to be considered by scholars employing

institutional analysis techniques. Analysis should start with defining the problem and scoping the

assessment.' This is akin to defining the unit of analysis because it sets a constraint on the analysis.

According to Ingram, defining and scoping the problem requires the analyst to have an understanding of

the model's theoretic assumptions.' Application must be sensitive to the limitations of a particular

analytical technique.

Next, the analytical technique must list key internal and external variables and indicate how each

is treated, a methodologic consideration. This is an assessment of actors, actor's resources, and the

structures involved in decision-making processes.' Ingram provides a listing of variables which ought to

be considered in institutional analysis:

1. Identification of actors and their stakes.

'Ingram et al, 1984: 7.

'Ingram et al, 1984: 7.

'Ingram et al, 1984: 10.
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2. Characterization of the variability of perceptions of institutional inadequacy.
3. Investigation of how resource users are affected by resource allocation.
4. Description of contractual rights and obligations.
5. Determination of actor values and preferences.
6.	 Identification of existing and available resources and strategies including:

a. Economic power defined as market power, power to create jobs, power to
influence legislatures and administrators, and power to hire lawyers.

b. Technical expertise and information control.
c. Linkages between special interest groups and government.
d. Political resources as defined by the ability to turn out political support.
e.	 Bases of alternative decision-making arenas and assessments of each actor's or

orpnintion's position and authority in bargaining and negotiation in that arena.
7.	 Identification of pathways for negotiating change in the institution including:

a. interest groups => courts => institutions
b. interest groups => legislature => institutions
c.	 interest groups => administrators => institutions

8.	 Assessment of the importance of unintended outcomes on resource users?

A mature case study may have several possible analytical approaches. As the introduction

suggests, I have chosen to focus on the diametrical opposition between development and protectionist

interests. Both groups were tied to California wild and scenic rivers. Also, each attempted to change the

institution through strategies at the administrative and policy formulation levels. I apply the rules based

language of Elinor Ostrom's public choice model, adding to its utility through application at higher

analytical levels. When data permits, examination of the origins of these rules and how the rules are

activated will be provided. Ostrom's model provides both a linguistic framework and a categorical

methodology segregating variables and important case study characteristics. The application of Ostrom's

model will smooth the analytic complexity by providing a lens to view the case study.
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CHAPTER TWO: A Rules Based Method for Describing Institutions

This chapter presents a rules based approach to institutional analysis. This approach, named public

choice, has been developed by Elinor Ostrom in association with the Workshop in Political Theory and

Policy Analysis at Indiana University in Bloomington. Public choice is a combination of neo-classical

economics and empirical investigation into decision-making structures. The broad objective of public

choice is to provide an initial framework for the analysis of institutional arrangements in all settings. This

framework also provides a consistent, cogent language capable of describing institutions in ways which

facilitate analysis.

2.1 - Institutions Defined

The word institution is common in the English language, but the meaning it intends to convey may

be easily misunderstood and ill-defined. Institutions have been defined as networks, organizations, and

policy domains. Ostrom has developed a model which defines institutions as rules. Ostrom defines

institutions as linguistic entities that refer to prescriptions about who may, must, or must not inform or

act in particular ways given the stage of the process and their relative position in that process.' Institutions

are rules which shape human action.

The scope or extent of an institution is determined by what may or may not be affected by those

actors and organizations which constitute the institution. In essence, institutions are bounded to a domain

where they can affect behavior. This domain is a the major structural component named the action arena.

The criterion which determines the boundary of the institution is whether the actors named are part of the

decision-making process. Outside this domain lie other institutions. Indeed, institutions may be

overlapping and compartmentalized, ie. one institution within a larger institution. The political,

administrative, and legal context of an institution designed to protect water quality may share ground with

9ibid
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an institution regulating water flow.

Public choice assumes that common sets of hierarchical variables and similar conceptual

characteristics underlay organized communities of individuals, whether they be markets, hierarchical

structures, or electoral processes. In other words, differences are only superficial. A model which

contained this set of common variables would describe water resource institutional arrangements and answer

questions of guidance, control, and evaluation.

Public choice assumes that individuals face incentives arising from the combination of the

following variables:

Scope:	 describes and delimits the possible outcomes in an action situation.
Position:	 establishes the positions or roles which actors may assume in an action situation.
Boundary:	 describes how actors enter and exit positions.
Authority:	 stipulates what a position can, may, and must do.
Aggregation:	 describes how action of occupants in position (as specified by authority rules),

produce outputs which are circumscribed by the scope rule. An output is the
consequence of actor's actions before costs and benefits are assigned to that
action.

Information:	 specifies what kinds of information may, may not, or must be generated and to
whom the information is transferred.

Payoff:	 specifies how the benefits and costs resulting from an output are to be
distributed between occupants of positions. This distribution yields an outcome
which is tangible to actors.

The states of the world that actors may affect are defined by the scope rule. What roles an actor

may assume in the action situation is defined by the position rule. How actors enter and exit these

positions is defined by the boundary rule. What actions actors must, may, or may not take is defined by

the authority rule. The results of actor's actions are termed outputs. An output is a consequence of action.

The aggregation rule maps or determines how actions by actors with position combine to produce outputs.

Subsequent interaction between outputs and the environments may be termed outcomes. How these

outcomes influence actors is determined by the payoff rules. It is this latter variable which distributes costs

"Elinor Ostrom, "A Method of Institutional Analysis", Guidance, Control, and Evaluations in the Public Sector.
(Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1986): 461.
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and benefits from actions. These variables are known as the rules-in-use. When applied, they will give

the analyst explicit information about the structure of the action arena.

Nested within these seven variables are the economic considerations of buying and selling (and

the associated positions of buyer and seller), management of resources (and the position of resource

manager or generic public official), human knowledge, human institutions, prevailing preferences, and the

distribution of wealth. Consideration is neither given to how the public official or his agency operates nor

how the distribution of political power arose. Representation is treated by voting schemes for collective

decision-making, and evaluated by a market performance criteria where the votes are determined by dollars

and the winner is amongst the economically powerful."

Ostrom's rules are coupled within a conceptual hierarchy. This structure begins with the

operational choice level, followed by the collective choice, concluding with the constitutional choice level.

The rules-in-use are present at each level affecting the configuration of incentives faced by actors." Of

key interest is the study of actor's strategies and impetus to shift from level to level in search of access to

the decision-making process. The hierarchical nature of this scheme indicates that the rules-in-use at the

constitutional choice level (the highest level) will affect the rules-in-use at the next lower level, the

collective choice level. Similarly, rules-in-use at the collective choice level affect the next lower level, the

operational choice level.

Why impose multiple levels of analysis on a case study? One reason is that it allows the analyst

to further discretize the rules which both confine and enable individual and organizational behavior.

Borrowing Ciriacy-Wantrup's description of each level, "On the first level, the lowest level, decision-

making systems relate to the control of inputs, outputs, and the host of similar decisions made by the

"Elinor Ostrom, "Public Choice, Institutional Analysis, and Water Resources", Lecture presented at the Water
Resource Research Center Seminar Series on Institutional Analysis at the University of Arizona, Tucson, 1989.

'Ostrom, 1986: 464.
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operating sector of the economy, namely the firms, industries, and public operating agencies.— "t 3 The

next level or second level constitutes the framework for decision-making on the first level. Participants

at this level are resource planners and managers which describe the essentials for permitting effective and

efficient resource use. For our purposes, this level shall be called the planning level. The next higher

level or the third level includes the decision-making structures of the next lowest level, the planning level.

This level will be called the policy level. The subject matter at this level are those statutes which establish

and describe what shall be included in resource management and planning It may prescribe methods and

authorities to be used by actors at the second level.

At the surface, it appears that the first level encompasses the mechanics of resource use and

regulation, the second level includes resource management, planning, and administration, and the third level

focuses on resource policy. Indeed, Ostrom's rule sets will adequately describe each level of institutional

interest. But other influences also affect human interaction aside from these rules. Embedded factors such

as norms of behavior, customs, mores, and expanded notions of individual benefits and choice also

constrain and enable actor behavior. Typically, the analyst will pursue these questions by asking who

has power, what influence structure exist, how and how well do organizations monitor information

channels, what patterns of behavior are common to the organizational field, and how likely is an

organization to respond to a particular problem?

Policy outcomes may or may not be satisfactory to participants in the action situation. Satisfaction

produces internal equilibrium and the situation will remain at equilibrium until an external event disrupts

the balance. An example of an external event is a forest fire in a timber harvesting area. Reduced supply

of timber could lead to dissatisfaction within the action arena. Foresters could demand greater access to

protected timber areas. Alternatively, unsatisfactory rules may exist for participants or actors in the action

situation. If the actor is a position holder, the deficiency is classified as a deficiency in the payoff rule.

13S•V• Ciriacy-Wantrup, 'The Economics of Environmental Policy", Land Economics, 1970: 41.
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Unsatisfied actors seek new opportunities for improvement and ways to stimulate action.

Actors respond to unsatisfactory rules or to what analysts frequently label as "gaps". David Dery

has developed a sense of opportunities for improvement apart from the common notion that they are

synonymous with "gaps". The customary definition of a gap is a discrepancy between "what is" and "what

ought to be"." "What ought to be" is a goal or objective. This is the approach taken by rational actors

who sketch the difference between where they are and where they would like to be. Inherent in this

description is the assumption that decision-making advises actors to formulate goals (sketch the "gap"),

identify alternatives means to achieving those goals, and select the best alternative.

The problem with this approach is that it suggests that goals exist prior to and independent of the

actor's analysis. According to Dery and critical to this case study, this overlooks the critical role of

problem identification. Problem identification, strategies, and outcomes may be viewed in two ways,

analytic (via the analyst) and perceived (via the participants). "Gaps" become problems only when

accompanied by processes that close those "gaps" ." Solutions are improvements over a previously

problematic situation. Problem definition must inherently deal with problems that are worth solving and

are solvable. They must be bridgeable discrepancies.' A "gap" implies that nothing short of our ideals

will be considered a solution. Problem definition includes which values are threatened as well as which

values count. Definition of a social problem both describes and chooses certain aspects of reality as being

relevant for action in order to achieve certain goals." Problem identification is unique between actors

and organizations based on their perceptions of reality. Indeed, problems are simple or complex because

we wish to view them that way. It is in part the tools we have to solve problems, and partly the objectives

"David Dery, Problem Definition in Policy Analysis. University Press of Kansas, 1984: 22.

15Dery, 1981: 24.

"Dery: 1981: 24.

"Dery, 1981: 35.
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and solutions we bring to the problem.

Perceived problems are just that, how the participants perceive institutional inadequacy. The

analyst merely describes their account of institutional inadequacies. Analytical problems are more complex

instruments and require more specification. In this investigation, the problems that actors responded to

were environmental problems. I have chosen to adopt the common definition that environmental problems

arise in the interaction between human beings and the physical world which sustains them. Problems in

California river protection institution arose not from human beings' attempts to turn the physical world to

their use, but rather from the interactions and inter-relationships between people in connection with the

natural world. Connecting this problem to the natural world is the linkage which distinguishes

environmental problems from social problems.

Economists, such as Elinor Ostrom, have made clear in-roads in describing environmental

problems. In my view, they reduce, simplify, and classifying complex situations in order to foster

understanding. The economic taxonomy of environmental problems is structured around asymmetric and

symmetric relationships between actors and the resource. These terms describe the balance (or lack of)

between actors. In an asymmetric relationship, my actions affect you but you do not affect my actions.

Symmetric problems are balanced, my actions affect you and vice versa. Asymmetric problems are divided

into two subclasses: spatial and temporal. Spatial asymmetric relationships separate the creator and bearer

of the problem. In temporal asymmetric relationship time separates the creator and bearer of the problem.

Divisions can also be made in symmetric relationships Common pool resources (CPRs) are one form a

symmetric relationship where each actor's use of the resource removes that resource unit from the

collective of resource users.

Individual energies may be directed towards improving their productivity or chances for economic

survival in ways which push costs onto third parties. This may initiate a problem or inflict an externality.

Externalities are created when the incentive structure does not encourage decision makers to consider the
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full range of consequences associated with their actions. Ostrom concentrates on one particular form of

externality termed the CPR dilemma. A CPR is here defined as a "resource system that generates

subtractable resource units that can potentially be used by more than a single individual or organization and

where exclusion from the resource system may be difficult and costly to obtain".° The word dilemma

refers to a situation where suboptimal outcomes are produced for at least one combination of the physical

system, technology, rules, market conditions, and attributes of the appropriators of the resource. An

alternative set of strategies would produce a better outcome for the appropriators.°

Public goods are the second type of symmetric relationship. Here, access to the resource cannot

be restricted nor is the resource traded in a market or fixed with a price. Hence, it is likely to be

undersupplied.

Conceivably, action originates in the actor's perception of the problem. The analyst may ask how

accurately do the actors perceive the problem? The action taken by the actors at the resource stimulate

action at the planning level or second level. In a similar manner, actors at the second level consult their

repertoire of available alternatives. What type of action takes place at the second is dependent on the rules

in place at that level. The planning level rules may permit rule changes and the resource level could affect

the perceived inadequacies. If so, rule at the resource are made and the actors enter a new trial period.

The analyst would then conclude that the planning level rules where adequate to address the problem. This

rule set would become a candidate for emulation in similar conditions. Strategic evaluations would be

made on how well this rule set resolved or dissolved perceived inadequacies at the resource.

However, if the planning level action cannot affect perceived inadequacy at the resource, then

actors at the planning level also perceive an inadequacy and escalate the problem to the next higher level.

°Ostrom, "Public Choice, Institutional Analysis, and Water Resources", Report for the Water Resources
Research Center Series on Institutional Analysis for the University of Arizona, 1989: 30.

°Ostrom, Gardner, Walker, "The Nature of Common Pool Resource Problems". Report Prepared for the
Common Property Resource Management Conference , Indiana University, Dec. 4-5, 1987: 5.
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For this example, the third level is the policy level. The task at this level is to address a rules change at

the second level which would remediate the perceived inadequacies, resolving or dissolving the problem

for planning actors. Actors at this level may consult their repertoire of available actions. If the problem

is remediated at the second level, it will reciprocate with resolution of perceived first level inadequacies.

Rule changes may be necessary at the third level, which would require action at higher analytic

levels ultimately concluding at the constitutional level. At any level, changes must be invoked to satisfy

perceived inadequacy. The outcomes created by the new rules would be evaluated by participants and

position holders within the institution. If new inadequacies were created, the process repeats itself. If not,

the problem is dissolved.

Rules changes are evidence of the dprmics of institutions. Variables which create rules and

motivate change are individual preference, technical innovation, as well as statutory directives and policy

implementation. Change brings new outcomes which may not satisfy each organintion or individual which

is affected. It makes sense to think that those who suffer from the implementation of new rules will seek

to change those rules. They may develop strategies with specific objectives. Typically, this would lead

to a change in the structure of the institution by reallocating benefits and costs. When the representatives

of status quo within an institution are either brought to accept new rules or are displaced by those calling

for change, the institution has evolved.

Attempts at changing the institutional rules, customs, and norms may either be successful or

unsuccessful. If no new perceptions of institutional inadequacy arise, the change is successful. However,

if new problems appear or the attempted change is not implemented in such a way as to change the

structure of costs and benefits for those suffering the original detriment, the change is not successful. With

the regard, analysts may ask how actors successfully adapt to institutional change or successfully stymie

change?

Institutional change brought about by changing individual preference, policy adoption, and
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implementation is of fundamental interest to this analysis. CWSRA represents an attempt by

environmentally oriented actors to change the river resource rules principally established by pro-

development interests. New attitudes, belief systems, and preferences aligned themselves into an effective

coalition. Acting at the policy level, they brought statutory change, but their impacts on river

administration and management were far less significant.

The public choice model is explicitly analytic, consisting of a well-thought analytical framework.

It has no application to policy dynAmics Instead focuses on static snapshots of the institution of interest.

As a drawback, public choice may oversimplify reality, confusing the outputs from the model with

actuality. This model does not treat process oriented variables such as institutional genesis or inertia,

isomorphic environmental forces, nor does it treat political resources like the ability to turn out public

support.
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CHAPTER THREE: Physical, Economic, Social, and Legal Environments

3.1 - Narrative Description

California can be viewed as two distinct regions. Southern California is densely populated,

characterized by a semi-dry, temperate climate and by extensive private and public sector development.

A majority of California's population lives in this portion, capturing the flow of resources throughout much

of the state. California's North Coastal area, in which the candidate wild and scenic rivers were located,

consists of humid densely forested mountainous regions. Many of these areas are remote, largely

inaccessible by vehicle, and contain some 30 state parks and beaches, including the Redwoods National

Park.'

Geographically, the North Coastal area is 20,000 square miles, or 13% of Californie and bound

by the Oregon state border on the north, and the Russian River, on the south, and drains into the Pacific

Ocean. All or most of Del Norte, Humboldt, Trinity, Mendocino; parts of Marin, Sonoma, Lake, Glenn,

and Siskiyou are included in the North Coast area. Major drainages in decreasing volume of flow are:

the Klamath, the Eel, the Smith, the Russian, the Mad, the Mattole rivers, and small coastal streams.

Prior to 1980, total flow was 29 million acre-feet per year, representing 40% of the state's surface water

supply.' Major tributaries included in CWSRA were the Trinity River, North and South forks including

New River (the only major water exporter in the region); the Scott River, the Salmon, and North Fork

rivers; and Wooley Creek whose Pacific Ocean outlets are the Klamath, the Eel rivers, (North, South and

middle forks); and the Van Duzen River, whose Pacific Ocean outlet is also the Eel River; and all

'Environmental Science and Engineering (ESE), "California's North Coast Wild and Scenic Rivers: Analysis
of Inter-Agency Planning and Technical Issues" (Los Angeles: UCLA, Report No. 80-35, 1980): 2-3.

'ESE, 1980: 2-1.

'ESE, 1980: 2-1.

'ESE, 1980: 2-1.
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tributaries to the Smith River. Total protected free-flow was estimated to have been approximately 18

million acre-feet per year prior to CWSRA.

Frequent flood damage (1955, $22 million; 1964, $160 million) had led the Army Corps of

Engineers (Corps) to take an active role in river flood plain management." Corps flood control measures

often decreased watershed acreage by removing flatland from development. This decrease in developable

land crystallized a conflict between pro-development and the Corps, the former perceiving an economic

loss."

The people of the North Coast area have been characteristically divided into two general

categories. Natives, who have expressed a strong independent spirit and who were raised with a

dependency on the area's natural resources. This group sought protection of private property and privacy

and strong commitments to maintaining the area's beauty through local implementation of existing state

law. And new-comers or college students who have expressed a shared respect for the area's natural

beauty, but perceived a need for state agency protection of the environment through more regulation.'

Because Southern California is a dry densely populated urban and industrial region, the history

of California water resource allocation has been dominated by attempts to divert "surplus" northern water

to the urban, industrial south. These diversions became the panacea for chronic southern concerns over

supply shortages. Rivers and river corridors provided resources which helped to stabilize local economies.

Simultaneously, they constituted an integral ecological component of state and federal parks, range, and

forest lands. The rules governing free-flowing rivers varied from segment to segment, river to river in

accordance with specified rights. River uses included recreation, hydropower, fishing, agriculture,

domestic and industrial water supply, and transportation.

"ESE, 1980: 2-1.

"ESE, 1980: 2-13.

'ESE, 1980: 2-12.
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Natural resources within the North Coast area were enormous. Hydropower generation from dams

on the Trinity, Eel, and Klamath rivers generated two billion kilowatt-hours per year accounting for one-

third of the area's total energy supply. Fish and wildlife were second only to timber in economic value.

Fifty percent of the state's entire steelhead and salmon originated in the North Coast area. The Klamath

River had been estimated as the world's largest producer of steelhead despite a 65% decline in anadromous

species caused by decreased spawning and nursery areas, (a result of anthropogenic activities). The area

also supported 600,000 hunter days per year and was positioned on the Pacific Flyway housing nine to

twelve million ducks, geese, and swans annually.'

Mining activities had decreased substantially since the turn of the century. Sand and gravel

extraction in the lower reaches of the Smith, Mad, Eel, Russian, and Trinity rivers ranked first in dollar

value producing three to four million dollars per year in 1960. The U.S. Department of the Interior and

the Forest Service had been criticized by local residents for permitting mining activities whose purpose

appeared to have been to obtain entrance into wilderness for purposes other than mining 2s Mining was

soon to lose its role as a significant employer due to high operating costs and low grade ore?

Since 1955, timber harvesters were reported have been in transition between old growth and young

growth economies. Timber harvesting yielded 150 billion board feet (45% of all California harvest) of

Douglas Fur, Redwood, and Pine. By 1976, only 4.6 billion board feet had been produced, indicating that

a steady decline had been occurring. This decline was projected to last through the year 2000. Timber

operations were the largest employer, generally accounting for 40% of the area's work force. Specific

areas, such as Humboldt County, may have reached timber related employment of 90% •0

'ESE, 1980: 2-8, 2-9.

28ESE, 1980: 2-9.

29ESE, 1980: 2-12.

39ESE, 1980: 2-9.
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Two economies with potentially optimistic futures were tourism and commercial fishing Tourism

was the second largest employer; however, locals expressed reluctance in allowing the area to become a

playground for the rest of the state.' Depending on the level of watershed protection and the expansion

of fishing facilities in harbor towns, commercial fishing could have become a significant employer.

Management of North Coast river and river corridor resources were conceptually bound by

multiple use strategies. State and federal lands shared multiple use management strategies by providing

grazing lands, timber harvesting, mining, reservoirs, and recreational rights to local actors. These rights

produced alterations in the watersheds' resources in such a way as to favor the development of those

resources. Furthermore, no structure of incentives was invoked to satisfy the asymmetrical losses

experienced by recreationalists, fisherman, and protectionists.

But the multiple use concept for watershed resources was dichotomous. Hydropower and fisheries,

timber harvesting and water quality, aesthetic beauty and mining, recreation and private development were

pitted against one another fundamentally dividing the resource users into two camps: development vs.

protectionist. A quick delineation of the complexity of this case is such: two fronts, development and

protectionist, diametrically opposed by the nature of their resource use, work at the local, state, and federal

levels of government to manipulate the rules in their favor.

The history of water development and its driving coalition is long and complex, stemming back

to before the turn of the 20th century. At its peak in the early to middle 1960s, development interests saw

a direct relationship between economic prosperity and water development.' Water development interests

held an obvious hegemony in the early 1960s water arena, a position which was facilitated by serious

reoccurring droughts leading to a solidification of the development mind-set among the majority. The

3IErvin Renner, former Humboldt County Supervisor, Eureka, California, personal communication, (May,
1990).

"J. Monro, Paradigms, Politics, and Long Term Policy Change Within the California Water Policy-Making
System. Diss. (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1988): 215.
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cornerstone belief was that water derived its value from a contribution to economic developments.

Governor Edmund (Pat) Brown used this common understanding to overcome the Northern California's

opposition to the State Water Plan between 1959 and 1960. His actions were characteristic of distributive

politics, giving the South access to North Coastal river water and allocating $130,000,000 for Northern

water construction projects." J. Monro's analysis of this time period concluded that, "...sectional based

interests, rather than contrasting belief structures, constituted the primary drivers of political behavior."'

This unified belief among the development coalition was the principle independent variable accounting for

their political strength".

Protectionists began to have an impact on California's political process in the early 1960s through

a blending of historical aesthetic concerns with ecologically minded beliefs about the value of diverse

species and natural areas.' This time period was characterized by public education under the pedagogy

of such ecological minds as Barry Commoner, Rachel Carson, Rene Dubos, and Olaus Marie. They

stressed the inter-relationship between people and the natural environment, warning of the potentially

destructive impact of human action upon the environment?'

Concurrently, a coalition of economists questioned large scale California water project's apparent

disregard for effective or efficient use of water and money. This group consisted of J. Hirshleifer, a

professor at UCLA, a large number of economists from University of California, Stanford University,

various private research foundations, and two past presidents of the American Economics Association."

33Monro, 1988: 216.

"Monro, 1988: 225.

'Mom°, 1988: 225.

"Monro, 1980: 282.

37Monro, 1980: 285.

"Monro, 1980: 239.
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Their criticism was actualized in a series of alternatives to the State Water Plan in 1960." Although

David Brower used economic means to defeat the Echo Park Dam in the early 1950s, the effective

integration of protectionist and efficient-use paradigms did not occur until the middle 19708. 4° In general,

environmentalists were able to use the field of economics to develop arguments against water development

on the basis of economic efficiency, nonstructural policy, and institutional solutions.

Interestingly, economists did not adopt the protectionistic belief system, apparently choosing to

remain objective scientists concerned with maximizing the social welfare.' Nonetheless, they were de

facto members of the protectionist-efficient-use movement. In the late 1970s, the diffusion of elite

environmental values into the general public and the regional conflict between Northern and Southern

California strengthened the opposition to continued water development strategies.

The protectionist coalition ordered the physical and social world in a very different way compared

to the developmental movement by creating a separate and intellectually competitive approach to policy-

making.42 As previously mentioned, developers saw water as a resource whose value was realized

through its contribution to economic development. Protectionists believed that instream flow deserved

priority in the policy-making process and that subsidies were no longer a viable means of encouraging

growth in the agriculture sector. Furthermore, protectionists believed water resource issues should be

decided in the public domain

In 1964, the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) proposed plans for developing 12

million acre-feet per year from North Coast rivers in conjunction with the State Water Plan. Previously,

state water plan facilities were built to deliver about half of the original amount, and Southern California

"Monro, 1988: 244.

40Monro, 1988: 242.

42Monro, 1988: 252.
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water users pressured the planning system to complete the project. Key development players were the

Corps; the Bureau of Reclamation; DWR; agricultural users; and the Metropolitan Water District of

Southern California. As planned, development would stimulate local economies through recreation,

increase local water supplies, provide flood control, as well as exporting water to augment the State Water

Plan. Physically, this project would parallel the Bureau of Reclamation's Central Valley Project and would

share some facilities but was basically independent. DWR historically used the State Water Plan as a

license to unilaterally tap North Coast rivers. Federal agencies also had joined in the search for new dam

locations and water supplies. By the end of the 1960s, economic difficulties recognized early in the

proposal combined with strong opposition to DWR's unchecked authority impeded its implementation.

In the late 1960s, a protectionist front congealed around the Corps' Dos Rios Darn on the Eel

River which was supported by DWR. The objectives of the front were to publicly raise questions about

the Corps' benefit-cost analysis; the export of water from the reservoir to Southern California; the

inundation of a town, an Indian Reservation, archaeological sites and agricultural land; and destruction of

the ecology of the Eel River. Among the organizations and individuals that expressed opposition to the

dam were: the Sierra Club; the Mendocino County Board of Supervisors; the people of Covelo, California;

the Indians of the Round Valley Reservation; the Save the Eel River Association; California Tomorrow;

State Senator Randolph Collier; the Mendocino County Farm Bureau; the Department of Fish and Game;

the Mendocino County Flood Control and Water Conservation District; the State Department of Parks and

Recreation; and many state newspapers. This political opposition was instrumental in suspending the

decision (in 1971) to build the Dos Rios Dam.

In the national arena, Congress responded to growing environmental concerns when it approved

NWSRA. NWSRA provided a designation mechanism which preserved free-flowing waters and, to a lesser

extent, their riparian lands. In 1968, Congress designated the first California rivers to the federal system

including the middle fork of the Feather River and the North fork of the American River. Furthermore,
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the Kern and Tuolome rivers were categorized as "administrative study" rivers and placed under the

investigative authority of the Secretary of Interior.

River designation was a planning and management process which permanently categorized rivers

under one of three types: wild, scenic, and recreational. Characteristics which segregate each

classification included:

Wild rivers: possessed no development, were inaccessible except by trail, had primitive
shorelines and watersheds and pristine water quality.

Scenic rivers: were free of impoundments, watersheds were largely primitive and
shorelines undeveloped, and were accessible by roads in some areas.

Recreational rivers: were readily accessible by road or railroad, may have had some
shoreline development as well as some history of impoundment.

Once categorized, water and riparian land use was constrained to activities which would not jeopardize the

aesthetic values which motivated the designation. Administrative study classification, such as the status

of the Kern and Tuolome rivers, was a temporary condition which provided interim protection during the

investigation period.

Also in 1968, but prior to NWSRA, California responded to the protectionist lobby and passed

the California Protected Waterways Act (CPWA). CPWA empowered the Secretary of Resources

(Secretary) to identify state waterways with extraordinary scenic, fishery, wildlife, or outdoor recreational

values. Furthermore, demands and activities which threatened to diminish a rivers resource value were

targeted for constraint.

Three years later, the Secretary produced a plan for implementing the directives of CPWA, leading

to the passage of S.B. 1285 (Chapter 761) requiring the Secretary and affected local agencies to prepare

detailed waterway management plans for a number of river or river segments and specify each plan's

content. Twenty rivers or portions of rivers were included by legislative action in ACR 32, 1973; and

Assembly Bill 1735 subsequently added three more rivers. The planning process first involved a

prioritization of rivers in jeopardy. The Protected Waterways Inter-Agency Planning Task Force (Task
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Force) was appropriated $20,000 to formulate detailed river management plans for each waterway."

These plans would have been submitted to the Legislature for adoption; however, "Members of the Task

Force found it difficult to develop management plans because local, state, and federal agencies had

numerous autonomous and specific responsibilities regarding waterways and no group was responsible for

the management of those waterways, nor were they legally responsible to each other.

3.2 - Time 0 Rule Set Summary

For analytic purposes, this case study has been separated into three periods, each containing one

Ostronian rule sets. These three sections are: Time 0 (pre-CWSRA), Time 1 (post-CWSRA), and Time

2 (post-CWSRA Amendments). Each period is distinguished by a change within the institution. A change

in the institution is characterized by a change in the rules. The previous section was developed to describe

important factors. This section is a summary of important characteristics gained from applying Ostrom's

rules to the previous section's description of events. It is a balance between a description of the institution

in a narrative account and the rigorous analysis of the Ostrom rules framework presented in Appendices

B, C, and D. The complete rule set for this section is located in Appendix B.

3.2.1 - Resource Level

The rules governing the use of river resources and adjacent riparian land with particular wild,

scenic, or aesthetic values can be developed from an examination of the pertinent statutes described in the

preceding narrative. This limits the extent of analysis to a fraction of the physical world which may be

affected by participant actions (described by the scope rule). Players who were granted formal positions

by the institution (defined by the position rule) included public and private land owners (cities and counties

of the North Coast region), water developers (Corps, DWR), and protectionists (recreationalists,

environmentalists).

'ESE, 1980: 3-4.

'ESE, 1980: 3-4.
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Land owners and water development interests were permitted to undertake flood control works,

water and power supply projects, and mining and timber harvesting operations. These activities were

regulated by land management agencies through a permitting process constraining the range or extent of

admissible activity. Protectionists were able to access public lands for recreation and aesthetic purposes.

Actions taken by formal position holders were weighted (characterized by the aggregation rule)

in favor of land and water development. In this sense, a greater proportion of acreage was assigned to

resource development than was assigned to resource protection, aesthetic appreciation, or recreation. This

situation yielded an allocation of water, water services, land and land development to developmental

interests. No allocation of water or land resources was granted to protectionists other than federally

designated areas through NWSRA.

Resource allocation was distributed amongst the participants (described by the payoff rule)

providing benefits in the form of resource use for development interests at the expense of resource

depletion and a steady decline in alternative future land and water uses. Given the subsequent actions of

protectionists, this loss of alternative future uses was perceived as a cost.

3.2.2 - Planning Level

At the planning level, the scope of the institution to be affected by participant activities were the

rules at the resource level. Key participants were land managers (National Park Service, Bureau of Land

Management), regulatory authorities (State Resources Agency, State Water Resources Control Board), and

planners (Department of Forestry, Department of Water Resources). Federal land management agencies

developed general land use plans for their domain by acknowledging NWSRA's general management

principles and resource values (timber harvesting, recreational planning, and gravel extraction) which

protected federally designated rivers. River management plans for federally designated rivers were directed

to establish varying degrees of river protection or development based on the special attributes of the area.

State land managers pursued the notion of sustaining multiple resource yields in conjunction with permitting
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public recreation. They were not restrained by a formal statute requiring special attention to wild and

scenic rivers.

Regulatory agencies at the federal level administered rivers in accordance with NWSRA without

limiting other uses which did not interfere with public enjoyment. State agencies, other than the Resource

Agency, were directed to maximize the public benefit by providing a conservation of resources. The

Resources Agency, in accordance with the CPWA, was mandated to inventory state waterways with

extraordinary scenic, fishery, wildlife, or outdoor recreational values. Waterway management plans were

prepared by the Task Force. These plans identified public demands and activities which threatened to

diminish river resources as well as suggesting recommendations to remediate threatening activities.

Comparatively, planners had a limited role which included integrating information and coordinating

planning activities. For example, the California Department of Fish and Game (Fish and Game)

recommended to DWR design and construction features for dam facilities.

The information network dictated that several federal and state agencies study rivers, hold public

hearings, and circulate information which described ways to protect or enhance river resources. This

information was transmitted to higher level position holders such as the Legislature and Congress. For

example, DWR was directed to conduct hearings on proposed dams and enlargements. The Task Force

developed river management plans through public hearings and review processes. These plans were then

subject to legislative review.

The actions of planning level position holders yielded the rules at the resource level which fostered

water resource development and timber harvesting. Specifically, the vested authority of resource managers,

regulators, and planners favored timber harvesting, dam construction, and other developmental activities.

The impact of development was distributed amongst the formal position holders and institutional players

providing legitimacy, power, and prestige to the agency which had a hand in the conservation of resources.

Agencies, such as Fish and Game which constrained development opportunities, were smaller and less
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powerful, (apparent by their relatively small staff and budget). Furthermore, Fish and Gaine only

recommended and could not enforce policy or program compliance by other state agencies.

3.2.3 - Policy Level

The scope of analysis at the policy level was the rules at the planning level. Three classifications

of participants were identified including: rule initiators (those who initiate formal rule changes such as the

Legislature, Congress, Governor, Secretary of Interior), rule modifiers (those who influence change in the

rules for making rules such as the protectionist coalition, private right holders, and developers), and rule

legitimizers (those who authorize or justify the rules for making rules such as the Legislature, Congress,

and courts). In sum, the position holders were resource interests, resource agencies, legislators, and

executives.

Participants' authorities affected policy formulation and policy change. Rule initiators proposed

new legislation, such as congressional amendments to NWSRA adding wild and scenic river segments.

The Secretary of Interior and state governors could were permitted to propose rivers for inclusion into the

national system. Rule modifiers were able to present information, were recognized in court, and were able

to form influence coalitions to affect congressional or legislative voting. Also, they were influential in the

design and implementation policy. Protectionists were unable to vote, but were able to influence

congressional voting through offering public support. Rule legitimizers granted or justified the use of

authority by other position holders. Congress granted or denied gubematorially proposed river designations

to NWSRA.

Required information transmittal between participants included review of proposed policy changes

and report circulation. Proposal for river inclusion into NWSRA was submitted to the hegris of the affected

ag_encies and published in the Federal Registry for review. Congressional committee hearings were open

to the public. California planned to prepare a report by 1973 identifying those state lands which possessed

unique environmental values and which set forth evaluation criteria suggesting ways to protect rivers for
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future generations.

The actions of participants were coordinated (described by the aggregation rule) to produce rule

changes at the next lower level. Two particular outputs from the policy level were river designation and

river management plan approval. Both of these outputs were functions of three factors: the various vested

authorities of position holders; the weight given to those position holders; and the proportion of suitable

rivers and potential management plans which might not have been acceptable for designation. Prior to

1972, NWSRA, CPWA, and any approved federal river management plans were institutional outputs from

this level.

Rule initiators benefitted by the ability to set the agenda and design policy which constrained and

enabled behavior at the lower levels. Outcomes associated with this position were the costs and benefits

of bargaining and compromise associated with policy adoption. Rule modifiers gained prestige and power

relative to their ability to influence rules governing the resource; costs were the financial expenditures lost

in pursuit of their interests and losing political influence. Rule legitimi 71.;rs formalized the distribution of

costs and benefits that accrued to position holders. Thus, legitinaizers benefitted by increased prestige and

status and experienced costs were experienced through displeasing their constituency and losing legitimacy
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CHAPTER FOUR: Changing the Existing Institution

4.1 - Narrative Description

During the 1960s, the focal point of protectionist activity was the State Water Plan and future

water development on North Coast rivers. Conceptually, protectionists used their ecologically based model

to oppose the developmentalist's policy-making model. The developmentalist's model was founded on the

notion that water development enhanced the quality of life." They viewed effective and efficient water

development projects as the best means to guarantee the highest social benefit. They perceived

unconstrained water development as an infraction of ecological balances in both the North and South.

Environmental mayhem would have resulted in the Delta and along North Coast rivers, while

simultaneously contributing to unlimited growth and subsequent pollution in the South.

Contextually, the protectionists challenged the major component of the development program, the

Peripheral Canal Proposal. Although the State Water Plan did not explicitly include the Peripheral Canal

Proposal, federal, state, and local agencies saw it as an integral part of future development. As it was

proposed in the early 1960s, the proposed canal would carry water 43 miles in an isolated ditch between

the Sacramento River, around the eastern edge of the Delta, to federal and state pumps in the Tracy

area. Water would then have been available for Southern export. Two developmental objectives were

cited, the safeguarding of export water quality and the mitigation of environmental damage associated with

diversions from the Delta.

Environmentalists had great difficulty understanding how further water development would have

mitigated environmental damage. First, they foresaw further degradation of the Delta environment by

reduced Delta outflows. These outflows supported delicate estuarine life zones. Second, they believed the

45Monro, 1988: 293.

"Monro, 1988: 286.
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state would have been unable meet the contracted Delta outflows of 4000 cubic feet per second and its long-

term contracts with the Central Valley and Southern California. The proposed canal was a piece of

plumbing which would have linked North Coast rivers to the South's demand and therefore it would have

facilitated future development. As a short term solution, protectionists challenged the project in court

asserting various violations of due regulatory processes'. Protectionists perceived only a matter of time

before the State Water Project would have included damming North Coast wild rivers to meet growing

water demands. In fact, DWR had already targeted the Eel, Trinity, and Klamath rivers for

development.'

Seeking long-term impact, the Committee of Two Million was organized, and with the support

of the Sierra Club and the Planning and Conservation League', it drafted legislation protecting North

Coast rivers. Working through freshman Senator Peter Behr from Marin County, CVVSRA was created.

The principle objective of CWSRA was to remove water export and dam development authority on North

Coast rivers from the DWR, placing it back with the Legislature. Thus, a change in status for these rivers

would have required legislative action rather than an administrative decision." Speculatively, this may

explain why protectionists drafted legislative language requiring legislative approval of river management

plans and classification status rather than placing it in the hands of the DWR or the Resources Agency.

Senator Randolph Collier, from a North Coast district with proposed wild and scenic rivers,

opposed CWSRA due to economic and flood control issues. On May 5, 1971, SB 107 was approved by

the Senate Natural Resources Committee by a six to two vote. Subsequently, the bill was held by the

Senate Finance Committee for two months. Notably, Collier made no attempt to block the bill. On July

'Mom), 1988: 294.

"Monro, 1988: 290.

"Monro, 1988: 296.

'ESE, 1980: 3-5.
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26, 1971, SB 107 went to the Senate floor where it failed due to appropriations. Behr removed the

appropriations, but the bill failed again on September 30, 1971. Finally, Behr introduced the proposed act

in the next legislative session where it passed on December 12, 1972.

Bargains were made between development and protectionist coalitions. Namely, special provisions

were made for the Eel River, (a target of DWR's Delta Facility which would extend the State Water Plan

to the Ee1)51 allowing a subsequent investigation of the Eel's water development potential in fifteen years.

This point was the major tradeoff pushed for by Governor Reagan. Once guaranteed, he approved

CWSRA. At that time, the Eel River was considered dy developers as the only river suitable for

development.

California interests were not alone in the push for a state wild and scenic rivers program. The

federal government sought assistance in the implementation of a complex, expensive study and designation

processes and encouraged states to provide their own wild and scenic legislation. Following Congress in

both intention and content, CWSRA partly addressed the concerns of the popular protectionist movement

by providing a process that could have led to preservation of valued rivers and river corridors of Northern

California. On the other hand, it also caused development interests to be confronted with the prospect of

limited future development of millions of acres of land with timber, minerals, and other potentially

marketable resources.

The 1972 enactment of the CWSRA granted administrative authority to the Secretary who in turn

delegated implementation first to the Task Force, and then in 1975 to Fish and Game. With such authority,

Fish and Game gained involvement as a planner in water resource projects and water appropriations. Other

water related agencies (DWR, Department of Forestry, and California Water Resources Control Board),

and private interests (timber, hydroelectric, mining, developers, and land owners) were linked in a new

wild and scenic rivers information network channeled into the central position of Fish and Game.

'Gottlieb, 1988: 14.
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Like NWSRA, CWSRA targeted the structure of incentives for water developers by limiting their

access to valued river corridors. Dissimilarly, the structure of incentives for mining and timber interests

did not significantly change under CWSRA. Of perhaps greater significance, the Legislature was granted

the authority to designate rivers and to approve river management plans which created a politically viable

mechanism for river protection, a missing component in NIA/SRA. Prior, little incentive existed under the

federal system to designate rivers for protection because the same action would jeopardize state

jurisdictional hegemony over state lands. Creation of CWSRA changed the allocation of costs and benefits

for river designation. Five rivers containing 102 segments were designated to the state system at

CWSRA's inception.

The following differences in designated river protection existed between the period prior to

CWSRA (determined by NWSRA and CPWA) and the period after the new state system (post CWSRA):

1. A lack of administrative study rivers,
2. No protection for designated or potential study rivers prior to implementation

of river management plans,
3. Managing agencies were not required to devise alternative uses (such as non-

destructive activity) for potential additions,
4. The Secretary recommended rivers for inclusion into CWSRA that met stated

criteria,
5. Legislative approval of river management plans was required prior to

implementation,
6. No pre-set corridor boundary acreage limitation was established for protected

rivers.

But the problem of payoffs was only partially solved. At the resource level, a zero-sum game was

being played out by two entrenched coalitions. From the passage of CWSRA through to its amendments,

no state river designation was implemented because of its perceived impacts on development interests. The

development coalition stalled each river management plan by strong public opposition during the public

hearing and subcommittee review processes.

4.2 - Time 1 Rule Set Summary

This section will translate institutional changes into rules language. For brevity sake, only
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significant rule changes from the previous rule set period will be addressed. A full description of the rule

set is provided in Appendix C.

4.2.1 - Resource Level

The passage of CWSRA changed the authorities granted to water developers by requiring

compliance with the goals and objectives of CWSRA. A provision was made to allow water developers

to continue to study the damming on the Eel River until 1987. The aggregation rule changed the

consequence of actor's behavior by decreasing the proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or

mining The number of free-flowing river miles available for dam development was also decreased. These

changes were manifested through the reallocation of costs and benefits favoring protectionists. Water

developers bore the brunt of the costs. CWSRA targeted water development activities effectively removing

wild and scenic segments from development. Impact on other types of resource use was less certain, but

the potential existed for the preservation of large tracks of wild and scenic riparian land. Other protection

costs were conceivably passed on to developers and North Coast cities and counties in the loss of taxable

land.

4.2.2 - Planning Level

Significant changes at the planning level included new position holders and changes in the authority

rules. Three new positions were added to the institution. These were the Protected Waterways Inter-

Agency Task Force, River Advisory Committees, and private consulting firms. The Task Force was

charged with the development of plans for the rivers included in the Protected Waterways Act and

subsequent legislation. The River Advisory Committees assumed an advisory role to Fish and Game,

commenting on the content of the plans. Consulting firms used Fish and Game directives to develop the

plans. All state agencies were required to exercise their powers in accordance with the provisions of

CWSRA. Assistance in activities which adversely impacted free-flowing or natural river conditions were

explicitly excluded. The Resources Agency gained the responsibility of implementing CWSRA, including
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the development of corridor boundaries and river management plans. CWSRA did not, however, limit

lumbering, grazing, and other resource uses where the extent and nature of such uses did not conflict with

public uses and enjoyment of aesthetic values. Authorities granted to the Resources Agency were passed

to Fish and Game who became the responsible agency for river protection. The eminent domain authority

of DWR was restricted with the requirement that the Legislature approve North Coast river development.

New information rules dictated that Fish and Game work closely with the affected counties in river

management plan review. Hearings were scheduled to provide an open forum for discussion. The study

for inclusion of wild and scenic rivers was conducted under a specific time frame prioritized by the

characteristic values and status of each river. Under such a scheme, wild rivers would have had priority

over scenic or recreational rivers. Any permits for water diversion which affected designated rivers would

have been reviewed by the Task Force.

Finally, changes in the aggregation rule shifted weight towards river protection and enhancement

at the expense of developers. Management, planning, and regulatory actions constrained the range of

available alternatives to resource level developers. This shift was further substantiated by a comparable

increase in the level of responsibility granted to the Resources Agency and Fish and Game to implement

CWSRA This may be viewed as a payoff in terms of increased prestige, influence, budget, and power.

4.2.3 - Policy Level

The enactment of CWSRA brought new position holders and their associated authorities into the

policy-making arena. Specifically, the Secretary became a rule initiator and was given the authority to

propose rivers to CWSRA and determine their protective status. The Office of Planning and Research

- (OPR), Office of Legislative Analyst (OLA), the Resources Agency, and the Attorney General became new

rule legitimiwrs. Authorities associated with these positions were not a direct product of CWSRA, rather

they were granted elsewhere and brought into the institution. The OPR, the OLA, and the Attorney
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General possessed policy and planning oversight and interpretive authority. OLA also was able to make

budgetary recommendations to the Legislature.

With new authorities granted to Fish and Game, an information network developed between the

Resources Agency, OLA, OPR, and the Legislature. The Secretary had to study potential additions to the

state system before making recommendations for designation to the Legislature. Subsequent to the

preparation and presentation of a DWR report on the suitability of the Eel River for water development,

the Legislature was required to hold a public hearing for comment. Fish and Game's budget request for

river management programs was first subjected to scrutiny by the OLA. Finally, Fish and Game planning

documents were submitted to the OPR prior to submittal to the Legislature.

The weight assigned to the actions of position holders was also changed. An increase in the

proportion of suitable rivers which may have been acceptable for designation was increased by an

expansion of the authorities of position holders designating rivers. More constraints led to greater river

protection, leading to more rivers which would not have been altered by resource use. CWSRA also

decreased the number of rivers which may not have been suitable for inclusion through immediately

adopting several rivers without prior investigation. This shift also increased the number of river

management plans which would have been generated by giving weight to the actions of the Legislature in

adopting those plans. CWSRA did not redistribute weight from position holders whose actions affected

potential plan acceptability. Analytically, the proportion of plans which might not have been acceptable

for implementation did not change, only the proportion of potential rivers for which plans could have been

produced was changed.

This shift yielded a victory for protectionists, who became an effective coalition at the policy level.

Included with this success were the notions of expanded utility: increased prestige, legitimacy, power and

influence reputation. Developers lost their hegemonic influence over the state water policy process. As

will be revealed in Chapter Five, the Legislature allied with developers, the Governor allied with
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protectionists. Attempts at reallocating costs and benefits at the resource level as well as legitimacy,

power, and prestige at higher analytic levels constrained the two coalitions to a zero-sum game.
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CHAPTER FIVE: The Impact of California Wild and Scenic Rivers Legislation

5.1 - Narrative Description

Resource conflicts intensified along the development, protectionist front during the middle to late

1970s, altering the context of the state's recreation and preservation programs. Environmental and

economic woes over a drought, a sagging timber industry, and rising unemployment crystallized into a

scrutiny of legislation such as C1VSRA. This included legislative efforts to change priorities and

procedures, reduce agency budgets and staff, and raise legal questions concerning the scope and intent

CWSRA. California's legislature, although it had passed some of the country's toughest environmental

legislation, refused and occasionally directly thwarted a number of the Brown Administration's maneuvers

designed to save rivers. In the case of the New Melones Dam in 1974, even the public failed to follow

the Administration's lead, and defeated a referendum proposed to block the dam.'

On the other side, protectionists were given a boost of public support often portrayed in the context

of the state's environmental activists struggling against the opposite inclinations of state and federal agents

and developers. The conflict over public priorities was clearly expressed in two places: the drafting and

implementation of CWSRA's river management plans and the continuing debate over the State Water

Project.

5.1.1 - Implementation of CWSRA's River Management Plans

Conflict over the drafting and implementation of wild and scenic river management plans was

played out amongst the responsible planning agencies (first in the Task Force and followed by Fish and

Game), the legislative overseeing authorities (the Legislative Analyst and the Office of Planning and

Research), and the local county supervisors and advisory councils who eventually would have implemented

52Sally Fairfax, "Federalism and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: Now You See It, Now You Don't".
Washington Law Review, Vol. 59 (1984): 655.
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the regulations. This interaction unfolded into a complex history of misunderstanding and mistrust.

The genesis of river management plans began when the Task Force began work on plans called

for in CPWA, (and amended in 1971). The Task Force included members from the departments of Fish

and Game, Conservation, Water Resources, and Parks and Recreation. 53 Resources Agency Secretary

Livermore was quoted as saying he wanted the Task Force to maintain a "low profile", concentrating its

energies on the prohibition of dam construction on valued waterways.'

In 1973, the planning unit continued its efforts through the newly adopted CWSRA. Generally,

its mission was to gather basic planning data for the Klamath and Smith rivers, review environmental

impact statements, and any requests for water diversions which might have affected designated rivers or

other wild and scenic programs. In 1975, the Task Force produced a draft river management plan for the

Smith River. The plan imposed restrictions on timbering and other activities in a limited area of the

watershed.

In March of 1975, the Legislative Analyst's report to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee

found the Task Force to be ineffective and inefficient. (The Office of Legislative Analyst was funded by

the Legislature and granted the authority to review state agency budget requests ensure that their programs

were effective and efficient in carrying out the intent of the authorizing legislation.) Specifically, the Task

Force had taken two years to complete the Smith River management plan which had failed to provide

mechanisms for the protection of the river's fisheries, scenic, or other recreational values. Furthermore,

no statements or information had been provided on the plan's compatibility with other existing state or

federal land management plans, nor any assessment of the economic impact on the timber industry.

Nonetheless, the Legislative Analyst had concluded, "Part of the shortcomings of the plan are due to the

'ESE, 1980: 3-10.

'James Burns, former Resources Agency administrator, State of California, Sacramento, personal
communication (May, 1990).
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lack of clarity in the authorizing legislation on what the planning is to accomplish".'

The Legislative Analyst's report also recommended a reducing the Task Force's program budget

until a revised planning approach was formulated. For this revised approach, the report specified what the

planning approach should include: potential management techniques; methods of agency coordination; and

possible legislative amendments clarifying the statutory planning directives.

In response to the apparent failure, Resources Agency Secretary Claire Dedrick immediately

disbanded the Task Force, transferring principle planning responsibility to Charles Fullerton, Director of

Fish and Game. Fullerton had a reputation for "running a well administered department and this reputation

was the paramount reason for the assignment of responsibility to Fish and Game. " 56 Dedrick believed

Fullerton could have produced a series of non-controversial plans which relieved the mounting pressure

from the Legislative Analyst Office and which avoided further conflict. Just prior to the transfer of

responsibility, the Secretary's Office had been involved in a conflict with timber interests over its position

on the requirement of environmental impact reports for all timber cut areas. "...it is alleged that Fullerton

was specifically instructed by the Secretary's office to avoid controversial subjects in the completed

In December of 1975, a report from Fish and Game and the Secretary was sent to the Legislative

Analyst Office regarding the Task Force. The report described a new program designed to employ private

consultants to prepare the river management plans under the guidance of Fish and Game. Furthermore,

planning for wild and scenic rivers would have been given precedence over planning for protected

550ffice of the Legislative Analyst, State of California, Analysis of the Budget Bill of the State of California
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976. Item 214 from the General Fund: Waterways Management
Planning.

56Dennis Castillo, Office of Planning and Research, State of California, Sacramento, personal communication
(April 30, 1979) in Environmental Science and Engineering, 1980: 4-22.

'ESE, 1980: 4-22,4-23.
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waterways. The goals of the new program included increased awareness and participation in programming

from agencies and local communities, river segment classification, increased intergovernmental cooperation,

and the development of workable river management plans." The report further stated that as the planning

program progressed, and needed changes became more urgent, Fish and Game ought to recommend

amendments to CWSRA enhancing its effectiveness."

Fish and Game's development of wild and scenic river management plans for wild and scenic

rivers required two processes. First, projects and activities which may affect the resources of the river

were reviewed. Second, plan administration would have been promulgated by local agencies with oversight

by Fish and Game. March of 1976 was predicted as the preliminary classification deadline for each river

segment. Planning zones (river corridors) were determined by the view from the river and would include

other areas that had a direct impact on the main waterway. In the fiscal years of 1975 and 1976, the

Salmon, Wooley Creek, the Van Duzen, and the Lower American rivers were selected for management

plan development. As of 1975, Fish and Game foresaw the following problems with drafting management

plans':

1. Clarification of which tributaries of the Smith River would have been included in the
plans,
2. Delineation of planning limits or corridor boundaries,
3. Clarification of conflict between CPWA and CWSRA,
4. New legislation would not have solved any of the above problems.

The report was well received by the Legislative Analyst which recommended full funding for the

river management planning program in 1976 and 1977. In 1976, the agreement between the Secretary and

Fish and Game required coordinated planning efforts between federal, state, and local agencies, private

"ESE, 1980: 3-13. _

"Benedicty, D. Office of the Legislative Analyst, State of California. Summary of Testimony: Hearing of
Subcommittee on River Management Plans.  Sacramento (March 12, 1978).

«ibid.
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groups, and individuals to produce at least two plans and review the affects of diversion on designated

rivers. For these services, Fish and Game had a staff of three and budget of 250,000 to 300,000 dollars

per year."

Realizing the difficulty in working with CWSRA, Fish and Game's Director Charles Fullerton

requested an opinion from the Attorney General on six specific questions regarding definitions of terms and

the degree of responsibility CWSRA authorized to the Resources Agency. Historically, the problems with

previous attempts to development river management plans were linked to the ambiguity of the legislative

language. The first Secretary to deal with the legislation, Norman Livermore, stated ""...it was the

Reagan Administration's concept and policy that SB 107 was not "watershed management" legislation, but

its main thrust was to reinforce the Dos Rios decision...."""

In January of 1977, Evelle Younger of the Office of the Attorney General, issued the opinion

clarifying much of the ambiguity within CWSRA. Following are a series of quotes which overview the

nature of the response and give insightful into the decision's significance.'

On the subject of what types of projects the Legislature intended regulation thereof,
...a clear legislative intent to prohibit a project which would cause an

adverse effect upon the free-flowing or natural characteristics of a
designated stream-reach within the system. Further, it is our opinion
that this prohibition applies whether the project is located "on" or "off"
the river." "While dams and reservoirs appear to be the principal
targets of this legislation, we see no good reason why construction
activity (other than dams and reservoirs or other water impoundment
facility) should not similarly be prohibited provided they have a direct
adverse effect.'"

This interpretation gives the Resources Agency authority to plan for large portions of the

watershed which might have adversely affected the designated values of the river.

'ESE, 1980: 3-14.

6:2ESE, 1980: 4-2.

'ESE, 1980: 4-4, 4-5.
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On the subject of what alteration would have constituted an adverse effect on the natural

state or character of a designated segment,

"Any construction or project activity which alters the natural state or
condition of a protected river stretch would constitute an adverse effect
with certain exceptions applying to the Eel River and its tributaries.

Clearly, the Legislature intended that any activity which altered the natural state of a

river to have been considered an adverse effect.

Finally, on the question of which parts of a river environment were described by the

terms "natural character" and "natural condition" as used in Sections 5093.55 and

5093.56,

""We believe this is a manifestation of legislative intent that the term
"free-flowing" was not to be construed synonymously with the term
"natural character" but as an alternative statutory description. In our
opinion the 'natural condition" or character of a stream would embody
other considerations besides its flow and normally would include the
streambed including gravel deposits and indigenous vegetation growing
thereon and along its banks." Further elaboration states that vegetation
surrounding the river would appear to constitute part of the "immediate
environment" protectable under Sec. 5093.50 and thus must be
preserved in its natural condition."

This again emphasized the breadth of the planning boundaries and the responsibility of

the Resources Agency for protecting wild and scenic values within those boundaries.

Glenn Delisle, appointed to head the Task Force, anticipated some measure of land use

management as an integral part of the future river management plans."

The Attorney General's response cleared intent and gave Fish and Game a broad land use planning

mandate to manage activity which would have adversely affected a river or its immediate environment

As a side note, the Attorney General did not clarify the meaning of the word *tributary" for the Smith

"ESE, 1980: 4-3.
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River; therefore, protected and unprotected segments where indistinguishable.°

Under the guidance of the Attorney General's opinion, Fish and Game acquired four river

management plans. In his review of each plan, Fish and Game Director Fullerton removed specifications

for timber harvest, as directed by former Secretary Dedrick, and then submitted the plans to the new

Secretary, Huey Johnson. Dedrick had assured timber harvesters that the plans would not extend beyond

the restrictions described in the Forest Practice Act of 1973. Johnson was unfamiliar with the river

management program and accepted Fullerton's judgement, essentially rubber stamping the plans without

critical review. Johnson had his own political agenda with the timber interests which concentrated on

his reforestation program. This program had met resistance and, not wanting to draw more political

animosity, Johnson appeared to have given the wild and scenic river program a lower priority.

The four plans went to the Legislature. Traditionally, the Office of Planning and Research had

review authority over all proposed legislation, but this process somehow failed. In fact, no state agency

reviewed the four plans prior to their submission to the Legislature. The four rivers were the Van Duzen,

North Fork of the American, Lower American River, and the Salmon. In the case of the Van Duzen River

management plan, the protective boundaries extended one mile up each river bank.' These plans were

one year late by Fish and Game's time-table.

The Legislative Analyst recommended no funding changes for the 1977-78 fiscal year, but

requested that Fish and Game and the Secretary explain at the budget hearings how the submitted river

management plans were to have been administered and implemented. Specifically, the Legislative Analyst

wanted facts on the implementing legislation, cooperative agreements between state and federal

governments, statutory directives to counties through which rivers flowed, and administrative means for

'ESE, 1980: 4-4.

'ESE, 1980 4-24.

'ESE, 1980: 4-6.
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carrying out these plans.'" If the plans were not implemented, an undetermined funding cut would have

been justified.

Prior to any legislative action on the four river management plans, several interest groups saw for

the first time the draft version of the plans and were given an opportunity to respond. Generally, the

response was unfavorable. The California River Action Group (a citizen-based group) published a

pamphlet critical of the Van Duzen River plan stating that people who lived within the river flood plain

or adjacent lands would not be protected from flooding. The Planning and Conservation League claimed

that the plans were neither strong nor comprehensive enough to achieve protection." The California

Forest Protection Association found the plans to be unnecessarily restrictive; existing regulations were

perceived as sufficient to protect rivers from continued or future degradation:7 '

The American River plan was an exception to these unfavorable responses. The American River

flows from the high Sierras down through the City of Sacramento and is a tributary of the Sacramento

River; it is not a North Coast river and therefore may not have generated the tremendous uproar.

In 1978, the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife created a Subcommittee on

River Management Plans (Subcommittee) chaired by Peter Behr to investigate perceived inadequacies in

CWSRA. The Subcommittee held public hearings in March of 1978 in Sacramento and Fortuna to discuss

the Van Duzen River plan. Just prior to the hearings, Secretary Huey Johnson requested that the

Legislature take no action on either the Van Duzen and Salmon river plans allowing the Resources Agency

to conduct further investigations and make subsequent revisions.

Subcommittee hearings were held anyway and were well attended. Opposition to the four river

'ESE, 1980: 3-14.

'ESE, 1980: 3-15.

'ESE, 1980: 3-15.

'ESE, 1980: 3-15.
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management plans held that current regulations by existing agencies (Board of Forestry, Regional Water

QuAlity Control Boards, County Planning Commission, and the Health Department) provided satisfactory

river protection. Furthermore, no economic impact analysis had been conducted. Proponents of the plan

wanted greater controls on development activities. Protectionists wanted to expand river protection

planning areas to include whole watersheds and their tributaries. 2 Generally, both sides found that the

ambiguity in the plans created an air of uncertainty as to their impacts on resources and land use. Review

of conversations between Secretary Johnson and Fish and Game Director Fullerton indicated Fullerton's

surprise at the controversy. He believed he had struck a compromise between the competing interests.

Following the hearings, the Subcommittee produced recommended revisions for the drafting of

new river management plans based on problems within the Van Duzen River management plan. Specific

problems appeared to have been based on the level of discretion Fish and Game granted to local agencies

and the vague land use recommendations taken largely from the Humboldt County General Plan. Fish and

Game suggested implementation of the plan by local government, leaving subsequent review by the

Secretary of questionable effectiveness. Subcommittee recommendations for the Van Duzen River plan

were as follows':

1. An advisory group of local and statewide interests should be formed to work
with Fish and Game on the development of a new plan.

2. The public should be kept informed of the progress of planning and should be
given free access to information.

3. Public hearings for review of the final plans should be held both locally and in
areas easily accessible to statewide groups with interest in the plan.

4. The boundaries of the planning area should be based on a variety of factors such
as unstable soil, critical wildlife for fisheries habitat, and impacts of current or
allowed land use.

5.	 The plan should include a full description of existing law and regulations
governing activities within the planning area.

nESE, 1980: 3-15.

'ESE, 1980: 4-24.

'ESE, 1980: 3-16.
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6. Recommendations should be based on a description of the resources and values
for which the Van Duzen River was included in the wild and scenic rivers
system, what is adversely affecting them, and how existing regulations are
inadequate.

7. The plan should assess the economic impact of recommendations, including the
affect of land use controls on property values and the affects of reduced
degradation on the value of the river resources.

8. The plan should address possible adverse effects from increased recreational use
of the river basin.

9. The plan should describe existing programs and recommend new programs for
mitigation of erosion, declining fisheries, understocked forest lands, and other
resource degradation.

10. If applicable, the plan should describe how existing permit requirements will be
strengthened and what new permit programs would be necessary for
implementation.

11. The plan should describe the role of each level of government in implementing
the plan and, if necessary, the legislation required for implementation.

The Subcommittee's recommendations were important because they represented the first explicit legislative

guidance for the development of the plans.

During the Subcommittee hearings, Fish and Game Deputy Director James McCormick was asked

if he needed more direct language from CWSRA specifying directives of the river management plans and

implementation. He responded's,

"If you mean a definition of the area to be planned for, it is not necessary. We need
versatility to satisfy both local and statewide interests. Although an arbitrary planning
boundary would simplify the job of the Department of Fish and Game, it would create
hardships for others."

McCormick's opinion indicated that Fish and Game valued the flexibility inherent in vague statutory

directives, possibly allowing for greater optimization of benefits within unique planning areas. But

evidence of extreme controversy over the delineation of river management planning boundaries plagued

the Fish and Game, suggesting that more definition was needed in the legislation. Indeed, Fish and Game

never suggested remedial legislation and was consistently plagued by their inability to draft a workable

plan.

'ESE, 1980: 4-8.
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By 1978, the essence of river management planning called for no new agencies, use of existing

regulations as much as possible, and proposals for implementation directives to accompany the plans to the

Legislature. These proposals included river classification status and a mandate directed at state agencies

requesting their compliance with each plan's objectives and goals. Fish and Games role was viewed as

advisory to the local implementation agencies.'

In May of 1978, Fish and Game presented a revised river planning program to the Legislative

Analyst. A new planning schedule pushed work on the Klamath, Eel, and Trinity rivers off, pending

revision of the Salmon, Van Duzen, and Scott rivers. New data collection and public input, (part of the

new process), was scheduled for the Van Duzen River management plan in April of 1979. The Scott and

Salmon rivers followed in July of 1979. These deadlines were not met.'

Motivated by correspondence from Fish and Game, the Legislative Analyst made supplemental

river management plan recommendations at the end of May of 1978 for fiscal year 1978-1979. These

recommendations were':

1. To cut funding for planning and related contracts on the Van Duzen, Salmon,
Scott, and Smith rivers,

2. To limit Fish and Game's funding for wild and scenic activities to the
preparation and implementation of legislation for Lower American and the North
Fork American rivers,

3. To revise Fish and Game's contract by October 1, 1978, specifying which
activities and policy matters were delegated to Fish and Game and which were
reserved for the Resources Agency,

4. With 30 days from the submission of each plan for legislative approval, the
Resources Agency was to submit proposals for implementing the plan.

5. Planning ought to have been coordinated with the federal Roadless Area Review
and Evaluation (RARE II) program and the Department of Forestry's
implementation of the Forest Resources and Assessment and Policy Act of 1977,

6. The Resources Agency ought to have been required to report to the Joint
Legislative Budget Committee each year on any matter that would affect the wild

'ESE, 1980: 3-17.

'ESE, 1980: 3-17.

7sESE, 1980: 3-18.
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and scenic rivers system.

Fish and Game was placed in a difficult position. Recommended funding cuts were viewed as a

message for Fish and Game to quicken the pace of river management plan development and

implementation. But local counties complained that the plans had not incorporated local participation or

economic analysis because of their hasty preparation. Nonetheless, these recommendations attempted

to define the planning process thereby curtailing ambiguity.

In July of 1978, the Resources Agency drafted a new contract for Fish and Game clarifying their

duties and incorporating the recommendations of the Subcommittee and the Legislative Analyst reports.

For the first time, Fish and Game had a definitive contract from the Resources Agency specifying river

management planning activities and products.

A second major delineation of planning activities came in December of 1978. Subsequent to the

withdrawal of the four river management plans, Fish and Game Director Fullerton received a reply on his

request that the Office of Planning and Research review CWSRA's implication for Fish and Game. (The

Office of Planning and Research is an arm of the Governors Office, authorized to review all state planning

documents to ensure their compliance with state policy.r The response recommended that the planning

areas be "expanded to include any area within the watershed where critical physical characteristics have

a direct bearing on protecting the river environment."' Additionally, more protection should have been

given to fisheries and allowable harvest methods of geologically and ecologically sensitive areas and less

reliance on existing legislation. These recommendations suggested a different approach to river

management. This approach moved away from a concern over resolution of conflict between competing

interest groups and towards providing protection for the valued wild and scenic characteristics of a river's

ESE, 1980: 3-18.

'ESE, 1980: 4-23.

'iESE, 1980: 3-19.
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watershed. Indeed, Fish and Game was challenged to consider a new approach which would jeopardize

the planning schedule, confront future funding cutbacks, and directly negate the Subcommittee's

recommendation to incorporate local interests who opposed more governmental restriction."

In August of 1979, the authorities granted to the Secretary, and hence Fish and Game were as

follows:

1. Classification of river segment status,
2. Preparation of plans to protect rivers and adjacent lands,
3. Submission of plans to the Legislature for approval,
4. Determination of which actions have an adverse affect on the free-flowing

natural condition of designated rivers.

Of further significance, Fish and Game did not provide legislative means to implement the plans. Plan

implementation was viewed as a local level task.

In 1979, a Legislative Analyst report to the Joint Budget Committee recommended removing funds

for sub-contracting plans for the Klamath, Eel, and Kings rivers until uncompleted river management plans

were fulfilled. The Budget Committee furthered the recommendations by concluding that the funding

should be conditioned to the submission of a report regarding the RARE II national study. This committee

perceived that RARE II could have assisted in wilderness protection for the North Coast area for little

additional cost. Also, Fish and Game was encouraged to complete the Salmon, Scott, Smith, and Van

Duzen river plans with implementing and administrative proposals."

A second policy to expand its scope to include North Coast area rivers was the Department of

Forestry's 1979 interim guidelines for preparing timber harvest plans on wild and scenic rivers. These

guidelines were circulated to Fish and Game. Timber harvest plans identified ways to protect riparian

habitat along protected river corridors through a pre-harvest review conducted by an inter-disciplinary

team. The focus of the review was to determine if mitigation beyond the 200 foot Special Treatment Area

'ESE, 1980: 3-19.

'ESE, 1980: 3-19.
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of each stream was necessary to protect the river bank from erosion. (Special Treatment Areas were

defined in the 1973 California Forest Practice Act to include those areas within 200 feet of the established

boundaries of certain legally designated areas.") This policy represented the most successful state

legislation to curtail timber harvests along designated wild and scenic rivers.'

5.1.2 - River Management Plan Coordination Between Federal and State Agencies

Further description of the difficulties involved in drafting river management plans and subsequent

implementation will entail an account of the relationship between Fish and Game and the lead federal

agency, the National Forest Service. Other federal actors, such as the Bureau of Land Management and

the National Parks Service, were involved in interagency action, but the Forest Service was the principle

federal land holder in the North Coast area.

California controlled the flow of water within, its borders, regardless of whether those waters

flowed across federal, state, or local lands. But the federal government, through the Forest Service, also

held property rights and administered its own lands adjacent to state designated rivers. Federal land

holdings in the North Coast area accounted for 99% of the Salmon, 16% of the Van Duzee, and

upwards of 95% of the Smith." Therefore, the Forest Service was a logical component of wild and

scenic river plan development and implementation.

Individual projects on Forest Service land were planned using Forest Service manuals and required

an Environmental Assessment Report developed by an inter-disciplinary team. These reports were requited

for any significant activity such as gravel extraction, construction of lumbering roads, and changes in

management zone boundaries for off-road vehicles.

'AESE, 1980: B-6.
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Federal-state interaction on river management planning began with the creation of the Task Force

which worked closely with the Forest Service to develop a plan for the Smith River. General agreements

had been reached on the planning boundaries and regulations.' In 1976, Fish and Game and the Forest

Service, and in 1977 Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), reached similar

agreements in a Memorandum of Understanding describing the flows of information and activity between

each agency. Specifically, Fish and Game agreed to:

1. Notify the Forest Service and BLM of river classification and preparation of plans,
2. Consult with the Forest Service or BLM to ensure compatibility between federal-state
programs,
3. Send drafts of plans to each federal agency for review and comment prior to public
release,
4. Provide resolution time prior to public hearings.

The Forest Service and BLM agreed to:

1. Cooperate with Fish and Game to the greatest extent possible,
2. Avoid actions which conflicted with the intent and objectives of CWSRA where such
intent and objectives did not conflict with federal law and regulation,
3. Submit recommendations for river classification to Fish and Game.

All agencies agreed to:

1. Exchange information,
2. Endeavor to plan jointly for those river segments containing federal lands,
3. Notify their contractors of agreements and details.

Although communication between Fish and Game and the Forest Service existed, conflicting

statutory directives regarding protective boundaries, restrictions, and inclusion of tributaries stood to disrupt

communication. Joseph Ham, Forest Supervisor of the Six Rivers National Forest, expressed serious

reservation about conforming to state law concerning the Smith River and all of its tributaries. He states,

We do not believe it is consistent that all tributaries of the Smith River should be designated as

components of the State Wild and Scenic River System when only a single tributary is so designated for

s'ESE, 1980: 4-12.
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all the other rivers defined in the Act.'"

Ham also distinguished the differences in planning corridors between NWSRA and CWSRA.

Federally administered wild and scenic river corridors had not exceeded an average of 320 acres per river

mile. A state program which exceeded this acreage limitation would have been in conflict with federal law.

He continued, As a federal agency it is our contention that the state-mandated wild rivers program must

be compatible with the National System. "'

Generally, the Forest Service expressed concern that its management options would be restricted

by the inclusion of large watershed areas into California's river management program. In fact, they

contended that existing federal water quality protection regulations (land use plans, environmental

assessment reports, special regulations for travel and water influence zones, and the inter-disciplinary

environmental team and their erosion monitoring program) provided sufficient river protection to meet the

intent and objectives of CWSRA. Any classification within federal land should have been consistent with

the federally agencies mandate of multiple use.

The significance of the Forest Service role in managing wild and scenic rivers was evident in a

memo from the Office of Planning and Research to the Director of Fish and Game in December of

1978":

The Memorandum of Agreement executed between the Department of Fish and Game
and the U.S. Forest Service does not ensure federal implementation of the plans' actions.
Although federal agencies can be expected to cooperate, there may be instances where
they will not abide by the plans as there is great pressure on the Forest Service to
increase timber yield. As large land areas adjacent to rivers are under the jurisdiction
of the U.S. Forest Service it is important that they fully cooperate in carrying out the
recommendations."

An excellent example of the level of communication between Fish and Game and the Forest

89ESE, 1980: 4-14.
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Service concerned the national coordination of RARE II completed by the Forest Service in January of

1979. Six million acres of California national forest land had been proposed for study to determine the

suitability of the land for designation as wilderness and non-wilderness (multiple use) areas. This expansive

study effort opened the door for communication between the two agencies. In June of 1978, Secretary

Johnson directed Fish and Game to prepare detailed comments and recommendations on land worthy of

consideration in RARE IL Fish and Game proceeded to investigate 30 areas totaling 826,000 acres

including wild and scenic river corridors. Fish and Game proposed that Secretary Johnson recommend 9

out of the 30 areas studied. However, the recommendations were never transmitted to the Forest Service

because the Secretary disagreed with the Forest Service conduct of RARE U.

The 1979 Legislative Analyst's report to the Joint Budget Committee criticized Secretary Johnson

for his failure to act on RARE H. This imsatisfactory behavior led to a 49% budget cut for Fish and

Game's river management planning program. The Committee did offer to re-instate the funding if the

Secretary prepared a report for RARE U.

Aside from actual and potential conflict between state and federal agencies, the Resources Agency

had been looking into the possibilities of using the federal designation process to gain control over river

management. In the promulgation of federally designated river management plans, Fish and Game would

have had the lead role in directing the preparation of plans and subsequent implementation. Again, the

Forest Service made clear statements against any proposal which included vast areas of the Smith River."

5.1.3 - State Agency Interaction on River Management Plans

The framework for interaction between state agencies was characteristic of an umbrella; central

coordination by the Resources Agency with several subordinate offices linked through the Resources

"ESE, 1980: 4-17.
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Agency including Fish and Game, DWR, the Department of Forestry, and the Water Resources Control

Board. CWSRA gave sole responsibility for developing, implementing, and administering the wild and

scenic river system to the Resources Agency's Secretary. The Secretary's primary task was to coordinate

the line staffs of the natural resource agencies.

The Resources Agency operated on a very limited budget. When CWSRA delegated responsibility

to the Secretary's office, the Secretary quickly delegated authority to the Task Force and subsequently to

Fish and Game. No Resources Agency staff member had been assigned to monitor or guide the planning

process." Throughout the implementation history of CWSRA, the Secretary's office had demonstrated

a low interest in the program, its goals, and its objectives. This was apparent by the lack of coordinating

activities between the Secretary's office and the constituent planning units attempting to advance river

management plans. Failure of the Secretary's Office to take the lead role in coordinating river management

plans has been described in the context of that office's political vulnerability." As mentioned previously,

both Secretaries Dedrick and Johnson feared CWSRA would place additional stress on timber harvesters.

Resultant conflict would have made it difficult to promulgate timber harvest policy; a key element in both

Dedrick's and Johnson's personal agendas.

CWSRA's implementation fell to state and local county agencies with broad land use authorities

like the Department of Forestry. Fish and Game had only limited natural resource management

responsibility." If Fish and Game produced recommendations for land use management, what would have

been their legal status and how binding would these recommendations have been to other agencies like the

Department of Forestry? An overview of communication between Fish and Game, the Resources Agency,

and the Office of Planning and Research on the issue of agency compliance with respect to Resources

95ESE, 1980: 4-21.
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Agency authority indicated the following:

1. Fish and Game recommendations would have been approved by the Legislature
in the enactment of state law; therefore, more authority was granted than merely
in recommendations. Furthermore, compliance was required due to the
involvement of the state Legislature as a promoter of the recommendations, an
uncommon requirement in agency directives.

2. The Office of Planning and Research criticized the Scott River plan for
encouraging rather than requiring agency compliance.

3.	 The Resources Agency questioned the binding character of the plans on the basis
that agency directives must be formulated as statutes or state law, and to
facilitate this end the Resources Agency must be given a new level of regulatory
authority to command compliance.

5.1.4 - Local Acceptance of River Management Plans

In accordance with recommendations by the Legislative Analyst, river advisory committees and

various county board of supervisors worked with Fish and Game on the development of river management

plans. River advisory committees were established for affected planning areas by Fish and Game as

advised by the Subcommittee in 1978. Except for the Smith River Advisory Committee, all members were

selected from a list of interested citizens by Fish and Game. For the Smith River, advisory committee

members were selected jointly by the County Board of Supervisors and Fish and Game.'

Initially, the advisory committees were plagued by a degree of misunderstanding and unhappiness

directed at their roles, duties, and responsibilities. This was attributed to a lack of specificity from the

Subcommittee. Without clear direction, committee members moved to support their own opinions on who

the committees were responsible to and what roles and duties they possessed.

County Board of Supervisors generally disliked outside agencies mingling in their jurisdictional

territory. Humboldt County Supervisor Harry Pritchard stated that he was 100% opposed to the Van

Duzen River management plan and that short of abolishing CWSRA, nothing could have been done to get

'ESE, 1980: 4-40.
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Humboldt County Government to cooperate. Although fisheries had declined, they saw no reason to

regulate timber, mining, or other activities. Frosty Godfrey of the Municipal League of Del Norte County,

summed up the view of many local residentiœ,

We are still waiting for the need for such a plan on the Smith to be defined. We
already have a zero-point discharge requirement for water quality entering the Smith
River by direction of the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board. Most of
the watershed is state or federally owned and controlled. And the bulk of the private
timberlands in the Smith River watershed are restrictively zoned Timber Preserve Zone.
Logging practices on private reaches of the river basin are restricted by the Coastal Zone
permit process. So we have to wonder what is left that needs big government protection*

Other locals, like Ted Souza of the Smith River Advisory Committee, claimed that logging

activities' decimation of fisheries was enough reason to impose the regulations of river management plans.

With regard to the Smith River, Souza felt that protection of tributaries was the most unique part of the

plan, protecting them from obvious increased turbidity associated with newly logged areas. UM

Furthermore, some residents found loopholes in the existing system which created a difference between

actual protection and the intended levels of protection.

Great local debate existed over the cause and extent of river degradation. Much of the debate was

driven by prejudice which was supported by local governmental agencies like the Forest Service and

Department of Forestry. They argued that other acts and programs affected river watersheds management:

Forest Practices Act, creation of Timber Preservation Zones, appointments to the North Coast Regional

Water Qiinlity Control Boards (which monitors discharge from harvested lands), and the adoption of U.S.

Forest Service land management plans Each was envisioned as preventing both erosion from logging

activities and development of streamside timberlands, thus protecting water quality.

The period of river management plan development and implementation came to a halt between

'ESE, 1980: 4-31.
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1979 and 1980. Revised plans for the Salmon River, the Scott River plan, the draft plan for the Smith

River, and the revised draft plan for the Van Duzen River were completed by Fish and Game. Each

remained controversial due to water and resource restrictions and apparent impacts on long-terni resource

planning. One plan went to the floor of the Legislature where it was flatly rejected. The other three

engendered too much opposition to continue through the legislative process.

5.1.5 - The Peripheral Canal Proposal: An Old Issue Brought to a New Bargaining Table

During the planning process deadlock, negotiation between development and protectionist coalitions

approved the construction of the controversial Peripheral Canal. As envisioned, the canal would have

transported water around the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta. Surprisingly, this legislation was

approved during the Brown Administration, known for its pro-environmental sentiments.

Previously, passage of the Peripheral Canal Proposal would have expectedly occurred during

Governor Reagan's Administration. During this period, the proposed Delta facility would have extended

the State Water Project to the Eel River. Early in the 1970s, Governor Reagan and DWR's Director

Gianelli, made great attempts to strengthen development's hegemony in water politics. Gianelli attacked

the protectionists with a strategy composed of three partswa:

1. Sustain patterns of causal reasoning intrinsic to development. Gianeffi thought water left
instream was wasted water; when put to use, it achieved its highest value. Everyone benefitted
from cheap water.
2. The protectionist's claim that augmenting Southern California's water demand would lead to
overpopulation and blight was untrue. People would continue to move to Southern California
regardless of the water issue because that was their preference.
3. The objectives of the developmental coalition were consistent with sound environmental goals.
Lakes and dams were a testimony to the environmental values that many people enjoy. An
anthropocentric viewpoint.

Despite Gianelli's attacks on protectionism, the movement continued to gain support in both elite

and general public sectors. Governor Reagan even appointed Norman Livermore, an advocate of wild

rivers and a member of the Sierra Club, as Secretary of the Resources Agency. Livermore and Gianelli

mMonro, 1988: 370.
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opposed one-another on the Eel River high darn in 1970. Livermore was able to persuade Reagan against

the development. Two other factors which prevented a Peripheral Canal Proposal during the Reagan era

were financial problems with the State Water Project and a drop in the states projected growth from 3.5%

per year to 1.75% per year.

When Governor Jerry Brown was elected in 1974, he appeared to threaten the development

coalition. During the pre-election campaign polls of 1974, Governor Brown did not endorse the Peripheral

Canal Proposal. He also fought against the Corps's New Melones Dam on the Stanislaus River. Once

elected, he appointed environmentally minded candidates to head the Resources Agency and DWR.

Perhaps indicative of Governor Brown's viewpoint, Secretary Dedrick was quoted as saying the Peripheral

Canal Proposal *ought to be killed, dead. ' Ronald Robie, previous vice chairman of the State water

Resources Control Board and a respected lawyer, headed the DWR"

Ronald Robie became the champion of Governor Brown's new course for water development in

California. Robie was able to go directly to Governor Brown with recommendations and strategies."

Robie viewed his role as redirecting the water establishment and the general public away from misguided

beliefs that he perceived would produce a water crisis of unequalled proportions. Indeed, he pursued this

tact vehmenatelly. Robie saw DWR as the proponent of policy learning and institutional change, a role

model for other public and private interests.' Robie believed that former water development projects

were the last type of alternative to meet future water demand; water was a commodity and should be put

to the most efficient uses; and conservation, not development, would lead the state as a whole towards

environmental goals and continued economic prosperity. This notion targeted the water subsides enjoyed

"Mom°, 1988: 404.
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by the powerful agriculture business in California and the river development schemes of the State Water

Plan.

Even though Governor Brown had made progress in establishing his administration as supporter

of the environment, he was unable to escape the Peripheral Canal issue. In early 1977, Governor Brown

pushed ahead on yet another proposal. His proposal called for a 42 mile long unlined ditch from Hood,

California north of the Delta on the Sacramento River to the Cliffton Court Forebay on the south side of

the Delta.

Several reasons led Governor Brown to take up the Peripheral Canal. First, between 1976 and

1977, an intense drought had forced Robie to talk about water cutbacks. Second, the Burns-Porter Act of

1959 (which authorized the State Water Plan) made regional and agency commitments to water not yet

developed. Third, both the Central Valley Project and the State Water Plan pumped water from the

Southern Delta creating reverse flows (saltwater intrusion) negatively impacting fisheries and habitat. It

appeared that Governor Brown was both influential in and constrained by the policy-making system.

Environmentalists were generally upset with Governor Brown's proposal. They saw him using

his image as an environmental governor in combination with the drought to push for additional water

development, thus broadening his political support. Protectionists opposed the Peripheral Canal Proposal

for two reasons: it symbolized the continued diversion of Northern California's water to the South while

also potentially disturbing the ecology and existing water supply of the Delta. Even major agriculturalists

argued that the it cost too much and still would not deliver adequate supplies." Delta farmers were

opposed because water would flow around the Delta, not through it, consequently reducing their access to

cheap water.

The compromise legislation first failed in the California Senate in 1977, but passed in the

following year. In the legislation, the Peripheral Canal and certain Northern California dams were

'Fairfax, 1984: 448-449.
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permitted in exchange for state constitutional language intended to provide protection for the Delta and

North Coast rivers. This protection was a public vote before any existing safeguards for the Delta or North

Coast rivers could be weakened. Additionally, a two-thirds legislative vote would have been required

before any non-weakening alterations could be implemented. Governor Brown signed the compromise into

law in 1980. As testimony to the continuing controversy, development and protectionist coalitions unified

to defeat the law through a public referendum in June, 1982.

Governor Brown's proposal attempted to make incremental revisions in the river protection

institution subtly bringing change to the political system. Its failure is attributable to a hard-line agenda

set by competing interests: developmental interests wanted a continuation of the status quo, while

protectionists wanted radical reform. Any policy which resulted from this compromising environment

became a victim of the harsh policy subsystem where competing coalitions choose stalemate over balanced

objectives. Icia

Continuing his "policy broker" behavior, Governor Brown attempted to appease the hard-line

environmentalists distraught over his bargain with the developers. Immediately after signing the Peripheral

Canal Proposal in July of 1980, Governor Brown asked the Secretary of Interior, Cecil Andrus, to consider

an administrative proposal placing 4000 river and tributary miles of state-protected rivers into NWSRA.

Of the 4000 river miles, 3100 miles were within the Smith River watershed alone characterized by

underdeveloped mineral, timber, and hydropower potential. Governor Brown's designations were not

preceded by consultation with affected resource users or localities and therefore appeared underhanded.

The timber industry led the opposition to the designations fearing that federal designation would

create another level of restrictive logging codes. Behind them were the North Coast counties of Del Norte,

Trinity, Siskiyou, and Humboldt, all fearing the economic impact of decreased timber harvesting and the

loss of taxable land. Mining was also opposed, but pre-existing state laws curtailed mining in the proposed

'Mom, 1988: 613.
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areas. Water developers in Southern California feared foreclosure on untapped water resources,

particularly the Eel River. Conspicuous by their absence was the hydropower group. Fairfax notes that

both large and small hydropower developers had previously agreed not to build dams on state-designated

streams."

Meanwhile, unusual cooperation between the Department of the Interior and the Secretary had

taken place in an attempt to push the designations through before the newly elected Reagan Administration

had a dui= to thwart efforts from the national level. The apparent rush of the designations looked to

developers (especially timber) as a breech in due process in two areas: environmental impact statements

were prepared in under one month's time, several months short of standard turnaround; and important state

and federal actors were not party to the investigation nor designation."' The result was an opening of

the proposed federal designations to legal attack.

Governor Brown's proposals to the federal system generated a fervor at both the state and federal

levels. Each of the interested parties pressed its claim in the institutional arena where it believed that it

held an advantage: the timber industry, North Coast counties, and environmentalists worked in federal

courts; advocacy groups from both sides petitioned the state and federal legislative and congressional

planning processes. Mother dimension was added when changes in the executive branches, first in

Washington, D.C., and then in Sacramento, resulted in changed priorities.

A product of this controversy was the amending of CWSRA. Three years of intensive negotiations

among timber interests, North Coast counties, the Governor's Office, and the Resources Agency produced

the Bosco Bill in the 1981-1982 legislative session. Environmentalists, initially opposed, realized that

CWSRA needed to become less antagonistic towards the timber industry and that the bill would probably

pass.

'Fairfax, 1984: 458.
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5.1.6 - Changes in the National Wild and Scenic River Act

Actions taken by the Brown Administration caused controversy leading to NWSRA's amendments

between 1981 and 1982. Prior to the legislative enactment of Governor Brown's Peripheral Canal

Proposal, Congress found that the intent of NWSRA did not include transferring federal lands to state

jurisdiction. As previously noted, interpretations by the Secretary found that NWSRA provided a

mechanism for state acquisition and control of federal lands along state designated river corridors.

Additionally, Congress declared that after federal designation, implementation expenses were to be allocated

to the state or the responsible political subdivision, without charge to the federal government.

In 1982, Congress changed the authority of the Secretary of Interior, limiting that position's

authority to purchase lands. Also, approval was granted for the sale of lands to private interests within

federally protected river corridors given the provision that enacted values were protected. Finally, before

the designation process could conclude, the Secretary of Interior was required to obtain approval from both

the governor and the legislature, and any federal agency holding jurisdiction over 5%  of the riparian land

involved.

5.2 - Time 2 Rule Set Summary

Only significant rule changes from the previous rule set period will be addressed. Appendix D

provides a full rule set description.

5.2.1 - Resource Level

At the resource level, amendments to CWSRA affected two rules. First, changes to timber

harvester's authority granted them access to river corridors within special forest treatment areas.

Previously, the expansiveness of river corridors had removed valued timber from potential harvest.

Second, changes in the aggregation rule reapportioned weight to timber interests increasing the proportion

of acreage available for harvest. This translated into a reallocation of costs to protectionists and benefits

to timber interests.
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5.2.2 - Planning Level

The scope of the institution at the planning level broadened to include a rule for managing fisheries

and other resources under CWSRA. This change in scope played out as changes in information and

authority rules for Fish and Game. Preparation of fisheries studies were required including restoration,

protection, management, and legislative recommendations. The authority to develop river management

plans and to specify corridor boundaries was removed from the Resources Agency and placed with other

agencies in accordance with their jurisdiction. Plans were no longer subject to legislative discretion, but

completed and implemented in-house. The aggregate impact of resource regulators, planners, and

managers shifted from the intentions of CWSRA towards a new mix of development and protectionist

authority. This shift placed a greater proportion of planning in the state's land holding agencies. Fish and

Game lost influence, prestige, and power.

5.2.3 - Policy Level

At the policy level, authorities of the Secretary and the Legislature were amended confining the

Secretary to only recommending river classification status and the Legislature relinquished its supremacy

over plan approval. Changes in NWSRA required the joint recommendation of the Governor and the

Legislature for final designation. This change in authority required the Secretary to lobby the Legislature

for river protection much the same way as special interest groups.

Noticeable in its absence was the lack of change in the authorities granted to water development

activities. This lack of change in combination with the Peripheral Canal defeat may have signified the

political derailing of water developers. Nor were they a direct party to the redistribution of costs and

benefits.

5.3 - Outcomes from the Amendments to CWSRA

The significant outcomes of the amendments to CWSRA were a reduction in the authority of the

Secretary regarding designation, a specified corridor boundary delineation directive; an elimination of the
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river management plan legislative approval process; and a new direction for Fish and Game in the study

and restoration of salmon in designated rivers.

These changes initiated a balance between fronts. Although this weakened the impact of CWSRA,

it appeared that environmentalists did not perceive this as a new problem. Prior to the amendments, the

Environmental Defense Fund (a potential defendant for state designated rivers) indicated that CWSRA

should become less harsh towards the timber industry". Clearly, the above rules change partially

remediated the problem for the timber industry.

Amendments to CWSRA took place in 1982, but the controversy in the courts lasted through 1985

when the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Andrus's designations. In 1986, CWSRA was amended again

to study the possible additions including the McCloud, West Walker, East Fork of the Carson rivers.

"Fairfax, 1984: 447-448.
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CHAPTER SIX: Analysis

The previous chapters (three, four, and five) described California wild and scenic river protection

both in terms of important social-historical factors and important rules. This chapter analyzes how the

institutional structure affected actors and how actors sought to affect the institutional structure. My method

is to examine events based on a causal relationship from actor's perceptions of institutional inadequacies

to actors' attempts to solve those inadequacies. The institution will be described in terms of rules and,

when data allows, in general terms from socially based perspectives.

6.1 - The Institution of Interest

The institution of interest depends on the scope of the analysis which in turn is dependant on the

analytical approach. The scope of this analysis, as defined by public choice, is water and land use on

California rivers. In some instances, this scope does not adequately address the institution. Expanding

the scope will allow inclusion of other approaches which may assist in the analysis. Indeed, this analysis

takes a slice of the broader water development institution, choosing to focus on water and resource use in

valued watersheds of Northern California and outside the jurisdiction of NWSRA. Although I concentrated

on the variables which are particular to water and land use on California Rivers, it is not entirely possible

to separate the part from the whole. At times, it is necessary to piece this institutional slice back into the

larger institution to gain insight into the constraints and forces acting upon, or the affects of equilibration

between river protection and development, on the institution of interest.

6.2 - Actor Monitoring Capabilities and Policy Participation

At CWSRA's inception, players which influenced the policy were protectionists, the governor, and

water developers. Absent from the policy formulation were two dominant coalitions, timber harvesters and

dam builders. Both of thaw coalitions had a stake in how the benefits were to be divided. Awareness,

or a lack of awareness, is attributable to an actor's monitoring capabilities in both the information and

influence networks of the water development institution. Analytically, timber harvesters may have found
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CWSRA to be a water development policy; therefore, they did not perceive themselves as a target. On

the other hand, CWSRA did not disclose the level of policy participation required of resource users prior

to aeministrative interpretation. CWSRA contained vague implementation guidelines which may have been

perceived as clear inroads to stagnate protective resource management.

The hydropower group, a primary target of CWSRA, was also absent from CWSRA's formulation

period. It has been suggested by Fairfax that this group was already constrained by the Federal Power

Regulatory Commission on matters relating to the development of valued watersheds."2 Analytically,

this lack of participation can be described as either a failure in the coalition's ability to monitor information

and influence policy networks or a decision that participation was not desirable or necessary.

6.3 - Problem Identification Expressed in Rule Language.

Beginning in 1959, the enactment of the State Water Plan and subsequent legislation crystallized

institutional inadequacies for the protectionists. Groups such as the Sierra Club, California Trout, and the

Environmental Defense Fund perceived the planned damming and destruction of valued wild rivers and

associated habitat (fisheries, wildlife preserves, and aesthetic retreats) as threats to their self-interest. This

threat was substantiated by the 1964 DWR Bulletin 136 which proposed extensive water resource

development in the North Coast area. DWR proposed construction of dams on the Eel, Klamath, Trinity,

Van Duzen, Mad, and Russian rivers."3 In the early 1960s, the only major dam in the North Coast area

was the Shasta Reservoir at the headwaters of the Sacramento River.

Protectionists sought to equilibrate authorities held by timber operators, miners, and dam builders

with those who used the resources for fishing, recreation, and aesthetic enjoyment. Given that

protectionists had a position within the institution at the resource level, the first rule change necessary

would have been a parity of their authority with that of the developers. A shift in authority would have

"Fairfax, 1984: 441.
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been followed by similar shifts in the weight assigned to their actions in the aggregation rule. Ultimately,

change in the payoff rule would have balanced benefits and costs between coalitions. The protectionists

appeared to have identified these important rule deficiencies.

A second interest group, whom I shall call the efficient-use coalition, perceived that planning and

development of water projects had been driven by private financial gain. They found little regard for

effective or efficient use of water or public money. This institutional inadequacy was similarly

characterized by an authority rule deficiency allowing unconstrained water development activity. The

payoff rule distributed the cost of ineffective and inefficient water development activities onto the public.

Several other groups and actors at the resource level were also experiencing institutional

inadequacies prior to the passage of CWSRA, although most were driven by potential rather than real

outcomes. Analytically, public and private land and water rights holders experienced an inadequacy

through the potential loss of land and water rights. Using eminent domain authority granted by NWSRA,

federal agencies could have acquired public and private land for wild and scenic designation. Land

acquisition under NWSRA also could have diminished local city and county tax bases. These inadequacies

are reverse images of the protectionist inadequacies and share similar rule deficiencies.

State actors at the policy level perceived an institutional inadequacy between the existing rules for

watershed protection and the protectionist's demand for institutional change. River protection under

NWSRA was not politically viable for state policy makers because it compromised the land management

planning authorities of state agencies. Expressed as an aggregation rule deficiency, inter-organizational

planning and agreement was a prerequisite to river management plan implementation. Under such a rule,

California would have sacrificed autonomy over the management of its own water resources.

6.4 - Rise of the Protectionist Coalition

The rise of the protectionists, spurred by the recognition of significant institutional inadequacies

at the resource level, into a recognized political force occurred when the aesthetic and ecologic interests
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integrated the economic and efficient-use concepts, generally broadening their base of popular support.

Two proposed water development projects which fostered this integration and growth were the State Water

Plan of the early 1960s and the development of North Coast rivers.

The efficient-use coalition's arguments against the State Water Plan were pragmatic, finding

support in the protectionist camp who previously were characterized by appeals to aesthetic and bio-

diversity variables. It may bave appeared that protectionists would have been more effective at institutional

change if they contested development in the developers arena. A problem with aesthetic and bio-diversity

factors was that they were not quantified by the same methods and processes associated with economic

variables and therefore appear more normative than objective. Nonetheless, these factors could bave been

equally valued depending on who assigned significance. The ability to debate on common ground with

developers was perceived as a necessary pre-condition to protectionist success. Integration between

protectionists and efficient-use coalitions achieved this result.

The coup of the protectionist coalition came in the debate over the Corps' Dos Rios Dam on the

Eel River in 1968. Motivated by a perception that the dam would have inundated valued land and history

as well as wasted money and water, some fourteen interest groups and individuals allied to defeat the

developmental coalition. Analytically, this event signified that the coalition recognized their ability to

effectively participate in the institution. But the protectionist's ability to participate in the institution was

limited to the planning and policy levels. Although the position rule specifies that protectionists had access

to the resource level, they had no substantial authority or weight in the aggregation rule. At the next level

up, the planning level, their position was enriched with access to the information network via the

information rules. At the policy level, this coalition was able to influence decision-makers through

controlling public sentiments and therefore politicians' perceptions of payoffs. An expanded notion of

benefits for policy-makers would include re-election, power, and prestige. Protectionists had popular

support which swayed the decisions of representatives who sought to hold political office.
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Analytically, protectionists arose in the midst of the water development institution, embedded with

structures of power and influence, standards of behavior, myths, and symbols. The coalition's growth was

facilitated by the presence of an opponent with a long history of questionable merit. Protectionists seized

on the follies of developers. Alternatively, embeddedness constrained the choices available to individuals

and the organizations they form. As an organization within the larger public community, protectionists

conformed to established norms of behavior in order to gain legitimacy, prestige, and status. Acts which

appear bizarre to the larger public community would have invalidated the organization. Norms of behavior

were embedded in bargaining and coordinating strategies between the special interest groups.

How did the enactment of C'VVSRA affect the protectionist's assessment of future payoffs? The

coalition desired to move DWR's carte blanche dam building authority to the Legislature. Their activities

resulted in, using Ostrom's language, Na self-conscious effort to change the institutional rules-in-use

affecting the structure of the situation so that individual incentives operating within the reformed structure

avoided the suboptimal outcomes for the participants. N114 Policy participation translated into subjectively

optimizing resource values.

6.5 - Analyzing Participation in Multiple Levels of Analysis

Given the presence of institutional inadequacies at the resource level, actors searched for a remedy

or solution which was tied to the coalition's perception of the policy problem. Recall that the

protectionist's resource level institutional inadequacy was the destruction of valued river and riparian land

habitat. In rule language, the rules-in-use at the resource level were deficient to achieve problem

resolution. Developers had unchecked authority in valued wild and scenic river corridors. Through the

structure of the resource level aggregation rule, developers were given the greater proportion of

opportunity. The protectionists repertoire of available action, as determined by the rules-in-use at the

resource level, was unable to achieve resolution.

"'Ostrom, 1986: 459-475.
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Analytically, the perception of an institutional inadequacy will drive rule changes at that level or

at higher levels. By perceiving an inadequacy of rules at the resource level, the protectionists group moved

to higher levels where their repertoire of available action could affect their problem. The planning level

also may have been perceived as inadequate to resolve the institutional inadequacy. Whether or not the

protectionists attempted to invoke rules at this level is not known. Primary sources indicated that

protectionists did perceive greater input into the planning process from the policy level. 15

At the policy-making level, protectionists formed an organization entitled the Committee of Two

Million, whose task was to draft legislation protecting North Coast rivers from development and to find

a legislator to propose the bill. They also used a court injunction to stop plans for North Coast

development. At this level, the repertoire of available action was sufficient to resolve institutional

inadequacy at lower levels. Through adequate position and authority rules, the coalition developed

legislation and found sponsorship. CWSRA was enacted through legislative voting mies or a properly

functioning policy level aggregation rule.

In the broader context of the public arena, the protectionist's strategy was to turn the

developmental argument around, stating that the very core of the developer's belief system was

dichotomous. The predominate belief expressed by the development community was that through

engineering, the quality of life improves. Protectionists argued that developers used this axiom to propose

sound, unsound, and manic schemes of development". 116 As described in the previous descriptive

section, protectionists found that continued river development was a threat to California's environment and

economically inefficient.

Analytically, developers sought to maintain the status quo. Because protectionists acted at the

policy level, developers found themselves defending the structure of rules from the same level. Their most

"5Waterstone, Interview with Forest Reynolds, July 1990.

"45Monro, 1988: 613.
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obvious strategy was to continue legislative logrolling. (Logrolling is a term which refers to legislative

bargaining where votes are reciprocated, not on a basis of merit, but on a basis of needed support for

proposed legislation.) This eased North-South tensions by spreading benefits throughout California. In

the public forum, developers identified increased standards of living gained by the harnessing of water

resources. They linked water resource development to regional economic growth gaining political support

and overcoming regional sectionalism. Also, they identified the problematic cycles of economic and

demographic expansion and drought which preyed on communities without the security of water

development.

The protectionists and the efficient-use coalitions each perceived themselves as occupying similar

positions at the policy level, primarily in opposition to development. Together, they formed a single

coalition with the aim of addressing river development. The same was true for the earlier formation of

the developmental movement and the passage of the State Water Plan (diverse interests were unified under

distributive politics and fear of water shortages). Co-optation appears to have been a common mechanism

for opposing or passing legislation.

6.6 - CWSRA's Impacts on the Pre-Existing Institution

CWSRA produced changes at all levels. At the resource level, three rule changes were of

significance. New authority rules for water developers reduced their sovereignty over water development

and required their compliance with the intent of CWSRA. A new aggregation rule re-apportioned the

weights assigned to each resource use in favor of protection. Changes in the payoff rule redistributed

benefits to the protectionists at the expense of the development coalition.

At the planning level, a change in position and boundary rules created planning units and river

advisory committees. A new authority rule gave the Secretary the duty of balancing preservation with

other resource uses in so far as they did not hinder the former. These authorities would have facilitated

the Legislature's determination of a river's status and the implementation of CWSRA in general. New
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information rules required Fish and Game to work in close cooperation with affected communities and

agencies. They also specified periodic study of the Eel River.

At the policy level, a new authority rule mandated the Legislature to designate rivers to the system

and approve each river's management plan. A new position rule established the Secretary in the policy-

making arena with river designation and status determination authorities. The offices of Legislative Analyst

and Planning and Research each gained positions in the river protection system. Associated authorities

granted in other institutions were recognized including the review and recommendation of river planning

activities.

6.7 - The Effectiveness of CVVSRA

Closure of institutional inadequacies may occur by actors selecting correct strategies or it may

occur by accident. Determination of the success or failure of policy participation must be evaluated against

the likelihood that the resolution occurred by accident. Whether or not actors correctly perceive an

institutional inadequacy is a judgement call made by the investigator. Evaluation is performed by

comparing the analytical problem identification against what a coalition said was a problem. The criterion

for evaluation is the understanding acquired from an investigation of the case history. Judging the

appropriateness of the solution is less subjective because the analyst can pose the question, was the

institutional inadequacy closed?

Analysis of the protectionist's policy problem indicates that the coalition correctly diagnosed the

necessary rule changes and then pursued the strategy which would produce those changes. As previously

mentioned, they targeted the activities of resource users in valued watersheds. A fundamental decision was

at which analytical level should action take place in order to produce desired rule changes. Due to

perceived rule inadequacies at lower levels, they proposed a strategy and took action at the policy level.

Changes were proposed in the position, authority, aggregation, and payoff rules. The success of this action

granted legitimacy to the protectionist movement. Redistribution of weights favoring protection at any
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analytic level implies that watershed protection was more than a paper tiger. New protective legislation

restructured the impact of proposed river management favoring the protection of fisheries and riparian

habitat.

Although the protectionists used the policy level to propose correct rule changes at lower levels,

other proposed rules were inadequate or incomplete leading to new perceptions of institutional inadequacies.

In particular, the planning level aggregation rule did not specify a mechanism for resolving conflict over

the river management planning process. The planning process could become stymied. No planning agency

was granted the authority to specify the criteria for the evaluation of river management plans. No notion

of an approvable plan existed. The planning level information rule did not specify what types of

information were to circulate between planning level agencies. Information exchange was not coordinated.

Prior to the passage of CWSRA, policy targets who had a chance to lose benefits, (dam builders,

timber operators, miners) may have sought policy language which was vague with respect to directives and

guidelines. This suggests that the relative influence of the development coalition outweighed attempts by

the protectionists to include specific and prescriptive objectives and methods. Although some degree of

parity was achieved between coalitions, developers appear to have exercised greater political sophistication

as evident in the vagueness of CWSRA and its implementation failure.

6.8 - New Institutional Inadequacies After CWSRA

Generally, CWSRA created more policy problems than it closed. Timber companies, water

developers, private and public land and water rights holders all became aware of the potential constraints

brought by CWSRA.

Historically, the timber industry was the dominant North Coast political force. Not surprisingly,

they led the resistance to CWSRA's new rules structure. Their actions were driven by the perceived

impact of the new rules configuration on the resource. In effect, developers perceived that the state was

exercising its eminent domain authority at the expense of the vested land holders. In rules language,
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resource level actors experienced a new institutional inadequacy caused by an exercise of the authority rules

vested in the state. The aggregation rule redistributed the largest proportion weight to the protectionists.

The outcome described by the payoff rule sought to diminish the economic returns of timber and mining

A perception of actual or prospective damages to the structure of payoffs led the affected parties to develop

strategies for the safeguarding of their economic returns.

Another in inadequacy was perceived by the North Coast counties. A changed property

rights structure could have reduced taxable land. These counties perceived that economic hardship would

have occurred as the resultant decline in timber harvesting activities reduced the financial well-being of the

county's constituents. However, these perceptions were couched in the real context of growing fishing and

tourist economies. The extent of this economic growth was partially determined by the level of protection

given to the area watersheds.

The intent of CWSRA and the promulgation of river management plans appeared to planning

agencies as two separate avenues. Characterized as a deficiency in the information rules, planning

guidelines were not available to the Task Force nor Fish and Game. Again, no model of an approvable

plan existed. Analytically, information deficiencies within CWSRA had an even greater impact on the

implementation of the system as a whole. Without clear legislative directives, the Secretary and Fish and

Game were able to pursue two distinct agendas each based on a unique interpretation of their role in wild

and scenic river protection. (It would also be possible for the Secretary to pursue the same agenda as Fish

and Game as was the case under Dedrick.) During Johnson's tenure as Secretary, he believed it was his

goal to designate wild rivers without compromise. Alternatively, Fish and Game attempted to fulfill its

bureaucratic mission in developing plans. In the absence of internal leadership from the Secretary, Fish

and Game relied on external leadership from the Attorney General, the Office of Legislative Analyst, and

the Office of Planning and Research. Given the lack of a unified planning effort, opponents of these plans

easily stymied the process. Deficient information rules also allowed Secretary Johnson and the
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Subcommittee to follow separate agendas. Again, Johnson's hard-line demeanor on wild river designation

was contrasted by the Subcommittee's attempt to satisfy their constituency.

Over the course of implementation, it became apparent to protectionists that the preparation of

river management plans and subsequent legislative approval was too much of an obstacle to overcome.

This was viewed as an institutional inadequacy at the policy level. The impetus for legislative approval

of these plans had come from a common assumption by both development and protectionists that greater

access to the implementation process was through the Legislature rather than through planning level

agencies. Analytically, the origin of this institutional inadequacy was the equal weighting given to each

position and the lack of an aggregation rule (je. voting rules) which would resolve a deadlock. Essentially,

both sides had a veto power off-setting the planning process.

6.9 - Strategies to Resolve Institutional Inadequacies Created by CWSRA

During the implementation period, actors at the resource level used their positions at higher levels

to influence the river management planning process. Coalition strategies did not target the resource level

because each had perceived that change would occur from action at higher levels. Working at the planning

and policy levels, the developers sought to prevent the promulgation of plans and protectionists sought to

ensure wild and scenic river protection through a broad delineation of management corridors.

The formulation and legislative approval of river management plans was stymied by these polarized

interests. By the late 1970s, Secretary Johnson apparently perceived that the planning process was in a

state of deadlock and began investigating the prospect of including the state designated rivers into NWSRA.

He appeared to have found himself in a position to influence the outcomes of policy decisions furthering

his ideological perspective. Johnson's method did not follow the Brown Administration's lead in the

attempted co-opting of the two competing coalitions. As a representative of the protectionist coalition, he

perceived a zero-sum game founded on the regulatory authority of the Secretary. Either he did not

perceive or chose not to use new administrative flexibility with respect to the choice of tools, delegation
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of authority, access for affected targets, information exchange, and monitoring to create a mutually

beneficial environment. Because Johnson was ideologically opposed to development in wild and scenic

river corridors, he constrained planning flexibility with his own notion of how management of river

resource should proceed.

Enabled by the vagueness of CWSRA, development interests pursued avoidance strategies. They

participated in public hearings held by both the Subcommittee and Fish and Game overwhelming the

planning effort with criticism. A lack of clear implementation directives for the promulgation of plans

essentially left the whole process open to challenge.

At the policy level, the Subcommittee and the Brown Administration attempted to unify the two

coalitions through agreement and bargaining. The Subcommittee used public forums where conflict

resolution was encouraged. Governor Brown and DWR's Director Robie, used the Peripheral Canal

Proposal and damming North Coast rivers to negotiate a bargain between developers and the protectionists.

Governor Brown perceived that a strategy built on bargaining (distributive politics) would satisfy both

coalitions. His strategy worked at the legislative level where the Peripheral Canal became law, but

backfired among hard-line developers and protectionists in the general public. Apparently foreseeing the

impending controversy created by the bargain, Governor Brown proposed five North Coast rivers for

protection under NWSRA.

In rules language, Governor Brown and Robie proposed to change the aggregation rules at the

resource, moving towards an equilibration of weights given to each coalition's resource use. This was not

acceptable to either coalition. The protectionist's strategy called for a redistribution of weight in the

aggregation rule towards their favor. If granted, this would have lent legitimacy to river protection. The

development strategy called for a return of the prior status quo.

Governor Brown also used the power of his office to appoint political idealogues who represented

particular belief systems which either agreed with his own perspective or who would assist him in
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strengthening his ties with particular coalitions or both. This was another approach to resolving

institutional inadequacies. Governor Brown's appointment of Huey Johnson as the Secretary is an

exemplary case. Johnson's hard-line protection ideology ensured both a protectionist interpretation of

vague statutory language (as in CWSRA) and a real link to the protectionist coalition.

When implementation failed, Governor Brown behaved as a policy broker, spreading benefits

through manipulating the payoff rules. He made a clear attempt to move the institution into a non-zero sum

game or a distributive political environment. Governor Brown perceived that granting access to additional

water through supporting the Peripheral Canal Proposal and future constraints on darn development would

distribute benefits to developers without proportionally removing benefits from the protectionists. The

latter would have received more paper protection in the form of constitutional guarantees and state and

federal protection. Protectionists appeared to have been willing to bargain for some measure of protection,

given the apparent failure of the wild and scenic program.

In this sense, Governor Brown and Johnson acted similarly. Both were policy entrepreneurs. But

Governor Brown was able to affect a re-structuring of rules within the broader water development

institution. He recognized the ability of the North Coast rivers controversy to attract political support.

Governor Brown created a river protection component through constitutional protection within the existing

water development institution.

Near the end of the Governor Brown's Administration, mutual agreement was perceived as a

necessary precursor to resolve problematic issues at the policy level. Governor Brown formed a network

between the two coalitions which enhanced the communication and consensus relationships. Both coalitions

identified social values and the distribution of broad social benefits as a fall-out from public policy action

which served their interests. The key example is the equality of life" language adopted by both coalitions

prior to the institutional change. During implementation, protectionists foresaw the benefits of river

protection to encompass the entire state. Developers followed with their historic platform pointing to the
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widespread economic security gained by water development. Generally, acceptance of these notions was

within a coalition, rejection was between coalitions.

From the early 1970s through the end of Governor Brown's Administration, the characteristics

of the broader water development institution constrained the range of choice available for policy-makers

attempting to develop and implement a river protection program:

1. The development coalition was an established political power monitoring and influencing
resource and information flows.

2. North Coast communities were dominated by development belief structures, affecting
information exchange and resource flows.

3.	 Changing future expectations was in favor of the protectionist coalition.

This was the contextual environment of the institution which influenced the behavior of individuals and

organizations.

6.10 - Institutional Change Through Amendments to CWSRA

Frustrated by attempts to secure both development and protection, and Governor Brown proposed

state designated river segments to NWSRA and the Legislature amended CWSRA. Just as with the passage

of CWSRA, each analytical level of the institution was affected. At the resource level, the authority rules

for timber operators changed, incorporating timber harvest management programs developed by the

Department of Forestry. Also, new authority rules for dam builders excluded development on the Smith

River even though the Smith was not designated. New authority rules were granted to private rights

holders under NWSRA, allowing private ownership of wild and scenic riparian lands given that the river's

intrinsic values were upheld through contractual agreement. These authority rules changed the breadth of

activities available to actors. New authorities were operationalized through a new aggregation rule which

redistributed the proportional weights assigned to the activities of actors. The aggregation rule shifted

towards weighting developmeninver protection. The payoff rules reallocated costs and- benefits between

developers and protectionists. Wild and scenic river corridors were again apportioned for multiple uses.

At the planning level, a change in the authority rule moved river management planning from Fish
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and Game to the appurtenant land management agencies. An appurtenant land management agency was

an agency which had mandate over the riparian lands of a designated river segment Under such a scheme,

a designated river section which transected Department of Forestry land would have been managed by that

department. The Secretary's authority rule was reduced to the study and coordination of river protection

activities as well as recommendation of river classification status. The authority rule for the Department

of Forestry was expanded to include a set of logging regulations. Fish and Game's authority and

information rules were changed, requiring studies for the restoration, protection, and management of

aquatic habitat. Fish and Game was permitted to recommend methods for improving fisheries management

and preservation to the Legislature.

After 1982, all activities except Fish and Game's anadromous fisheries studies were cut from

funding. New authority and information rules for Fish and Game (as described above), along with a new

aggregation rule structuring the agencies planning activities into the protection of anadromous fisheries,

created a new direction for CWSRA. No direct river protection was pursued.

In the only policy level rule change of significance, new authority rules for the Legislature

removed their approval authority for river management plans and river classification status.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: Findings and Conclusions

7.1 - Lessons

A dearth of imaginative and consequential ideas first come to mind when considering what lessons

might be drawn from this analysis for policy makers. For instance, rules which distribute goods and

services to resource users contrary to the prevailing social attitudes will be challenged. If planning level

agencies share the same bias, they too, will be challenged. Participants who lack position or power

(authorities) to examine, negotiate, and effectively challenge the structure of existing rules will seek

institutional arrangements which provide them those powers. The problem with these lessons is that they

are mundane, they lack insight into the essence of this case study.

California wild and scenic rivers protection failed to affect North Coast rivers. Arguably, it is

an instance of institutional failure and hence a negative lesson about the design of institutions. Nonetheless,

it also may have a positive lesson for political entrepreneurs attempting to achieve institutional change.

In this concluding section, lessons will be drawn which transcend the context of this case study and

describe institutional characteristics which led to policy failure on one hand, and success for a policy

entrepreneur on the other.

Circumspection of the institution concentrating on payoffs provides an explanation to CWSRA's

failure. Actors are sensitive to payoff rule changes because this rule directly affects their perceptions of

costs and benefits. This rule structures the outcomes of an institutional arrangement. Prior to 1972,

instream flow protection under NWSRA came to California with the negative incentive of federal eminent

domain In order to gain similar benefits and circumvent the costs associated with sharing land jurisdiction

with the federal government, California adopted its wild and scenic rivers program. But CWSRA left

timber and mining activities in uncertainty, failing to change the incentive structure for these resource

users.

During the development of CWSRA, the resource level authority rules for water developers
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changed limiting their access to valued river corridors while the same rules for mining and timber interests

were vague and misleading. Of perhaps greater significance, new authority and aggregation rules for

policy-making actors created a politically viable mechanism for river protection, something lacking under

NWSRA. The governor perceived no incentive under NWSRA to designate rivers for protection because

the same action would jeopardize state jurisdiction. Creation of CWSRA changed the structure of payoff

rules for policy-makers.

But the problem of payoffs was only partially solved. At the resource level, a zero-sum game was

being played out by two entrenched coalitions. From the passage of CWSRA through to its amendments,

no state river designation was implemented. This stagnated condition was changed when an exogenous

event, the Peripheral Canal Proposal, attempted to change the structure of payoff rules by offering water

, and money to developers and constitutional language protecting North Coast rivers to protectionists.

Governor Brown's attempt to create a win-win game out of the zero-sum game is remarkable. This action

may have been driven by Governor Brown's perception of the value of the constitutional protection for

North Coast rivers and his desire to direct national forest practices in a manner consistent with state goals.

Nonetheless, this attempt was foiled when both coalitions rallied to defeat the e2n21.

The progress made by Governor Brown's actions towards manipulating payoffs to a win-win

scenario was reverted back to the zero-sum condition. In effect, Governor Brown asked Secretary of

Interior Andrus to redistribute the costs and benefits at the resource level. In Andrus's decision, only a

small fraction of the 4000 proposed square river miles became part of NWSRA. Of the Smith River's

3100 river miles, only 385 river miles were designated to NWSRA, and then mostly as recreational

segments This status did not represent the lack of wild and scenic values, instead it reflected the Smith's

great timber and mineral resource development potential. In sum, neither Secretary Andrus nor Governor

Brown changed the structure of payoffs at the resource level. The scenario continued with amendments

to CWSRA shifting benefits back to developers at the expense of protectionists.
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Hence the lesson: when the situation is one of conflicting interests characterized by a zero-sum

game and political power is evenly distributed, mechanisms for the manipulation of payoffs and incentives

must be internalized. This is achieved through adequate scope, authority, aggregation, and payoff rules.

Actors must be able to invoke change from within the institution given the existing rule structure. CWSRA

failed because no endogenous mechanism existed for manipulating the payoff rules at the resource level.

CWSRA also may have failed because Governor Brown could not guarantee legitimacy or supremacy to

protectionists through properly functioning aggregation and payoff rules which would have produced

tangible outcomes. This was characterized by the zero-sum condition were one coalition benefitted at the

expense of the opposing coalition.

The second lesson focuses on how policy entrepreneurs use rules to minimi7  the risks associated

with a changing political environment. Rules may be used to safeguard risks as well as to change rules

which will allow the safeguarding of risks. Governor Brown began his tenure with an attempt to change

the structure of authority, aggregation, and payoff rules for the water development institution. Early in

1975, DWR's Director Robie indicated to developers that the established patterns of institutional behavior

were in need of change.

This brings up the first risk question: how could Governor Brown change the water development

institution without losing political legitimacy? Governor Brown recognized the changing tides of public

support for environmental protection. Confident of his perception, he appointed environmental idealogues

to his administration: Robie becgmA Director of DWR; Claire Dedrick became Secretary of the Resources

Agency. Overtime, Governor Brown replaced Dedrick with an even more staunch environmentalist, Huey

Johnson. Governor Brown gave both Robie and Johnson a direct line of communication to his office, an

indication of his commitment and support for their positions. In this context, Governor Brown used the

payoff rules at the policy-making level to achieve institutional transformation. These payoffs may be

considered personal prestige, power, and the rewards of a success administrative mission. As mentioned
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previously, Governor Brown's actions fell short, unable to secure the supremacy of protectionist's interests.

Johnson's atypical behavior for an agency chief brings a second risk question: how was Johnson

able to express such a hard-line demeanor in an environment typically and understandably characterized

by bargaining? Johnson had a back door into NWSRA's system of wild and scenic river protection. Both

Governor Brown and Johnson perceived the full authority granted to their positions in the institution.

Through the use of the aggregation rule, a separate process was invoked to protect valued river corridors.

Hence the lesson: when policy entrepreneurs are attempting to change established institutions,

risks are minimized through an understanding of the rules structuring participants behavior. In this case,

risks were safeguarded by existing rules. The position, authority, and aggregation rules of the public at

the policy-making level brought legitimacy to Governor Brown's administration. The push to implement

change was secured by recognition of the authority and aggregation rules available to the governor and the

secretary. Designation of river segments to NWSRA was furthered through use of a properly functioning

information rule transmitting information between federal and state agencies. If existing rules are not

adequate to minimi7P the risks of change, then rule changes must first occur at levels where policy

legitimizing agents have position and authority.

7.2 - Methodologic Conclusions

This case study contributes more to methodologic aspects of institutional analysis than to actual

linkages between problematic situations and changes in rules producing desired outcomes. I have

reaffirmed Ostrom's recommendation to chose small, important environmental problems (CPR) related to

resource management and the governance of individual and organization action. This type of problem is

characterized by actors who are tied to the resource and who are unable to shield themselves from

outcomes or changes in the incentive structure. These actors take the rules of the game seriously and will

rigorously pursue strategies and bargaining. This behavior was exemplified in the relationships between

protectionists and developers in the North Coast area. This decision also has implications on the scope of
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the analysis. Pragmatically, the larger the scope, the more information to consider.

I have verified Ostrom's notion that contextual understanding of how actors make decisions will

also describe the incentives that various actors face. This was accomplished through an explication of the

rule sets, both across time and extrapolated upward in levels. Ostrom's seven rules were used to break

the context of the situation into seven categories. Ideally, a model of the individual would then be invoked

to predict the actions and aggregate outcomes that are most likely given this context.

The sociological concept of embeddedness was summoned to enrich the description of the context

in which actors behave. It was both a constraining factor (when established patterns or norms of behavior

determine acceptable ranges of behavior) and an enabling factor (when legitimate actors create and

promulgate' new rational myths offering innovation to institutional actors). Decision-making processes are

viewed as both rational and emotive.

Furthermore, this case study examined the questions, why do individuals and organizations choose

particular strategies and what strategies would remediate the problematic situation? In response to the first

question, a rational linear model was used which started with the participants ability to monitor the

information network for threats or opportunities. Once a threat or opportunity was perceived, participants

accessed relevance, evaluated resources, and weighed the prospect of achieving a particular objective.

Implicit is the assumption that actors use rational means to identify a problem and then developed strategies

to best remecliate that problem. Presumably, strategies were designed which portrayed their objectives in

ways that other participants would support. This approach has merit because it provides a method for

developing two separate causal paths between problem identification and strategy formulation, that of the

participants and that of the analyst. The perceived problem can be evaluated against the analytic problem

which is based on the structure of the institution via the rule sets.

The second question entices the analyst to pose prescriptions about which strategies or rule

configurations would remediate certain problematic situations. Unfortunately, this does not appear to work
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at levels other than the resource level. Even at the resource level, the prescriptions are mundane: reduce

the asymmetrical relationship to symmetrical; actors with less power at the resource move to higher analytic

levels where they have more power and weight. Apparently, the failure of this end run attempt at

prescribed recommendations is caused by actor behavior at higher analytic levels. Actors do not perceive

levels in the same manner as an institutional analyst. Actors seek position and authority in whatever arena

they can find it. They do not follow a linear, rational approach exhausting opportunity at one level before

attempting strategies at the next level.
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APPENDIX A:
Chronologic History

of California Wild and Scenic Rivers

1959	 California Water Resources Development Bond Act, aka Burns - Porter Act:
approves the issuance of bonds for state water development projects.

1959	 California Water Plan enacted

1964	 DWR publishes Bulletin 136 illustrating extensive plans for water resource
development in the North Coast area.

8/13/68	 California Protected Waterways Act enactment

10/2/68	 National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act enactment

1968	 Environmentalists block construction of a dam on the Middle Fork of the Eel
River.

1969	 Protectionists and recreationalists found the Committee of Two Million dedicated
to prevent further damming of California's free-flowing North Coast rivers.

1971	 Committee of Two Million and other environmental groups draft SB 107
(CWSRA). Freshman Senator Peter Behr and Senator Robert Lagomarsino lend
sponsorship.

5/25/71	 SB 107 passes the Senate National Resources Committee by a 6-2 vote.

7/27/71	 SB 107 goes to Senate floor after two months in the Senate Finance Committee.

8/4/71	 SB 107 fails due to appropriations.

9/30/71	 SB 107 fails without appropriations.

12/20/72	 SB 107 re-introduced and passes. Governor Reagan signs without delay.
CWSRA enacted.

1973

1974

1974

1972-75

Protected Waterways Inter-agency Task Force is created to prepare plans for
waterway protection.

Governor Jerry Brown begins administration. Secretary of Resources Agency
is Norman Livermore.

Public referendum to place the Stanislaus River into CWSRA preventing the
Bureau of Reclamations New Melones Dam is turned down at the polls.

Task Force gathers data for Klamath and Smith rivers and drafts a plan for the
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Smith River.

3/75	 Legislative Analyst's report to the Joint Budget Committee says Task Force is
ineffective and inefficient.

3/75	 Secretary Claire Dedrick disbands Task Force, transfers authority to Fish and
Game under Charles Fullerton.

12/75	 Secretary and Fish and Game report to the Legislature on new planning
programs and goals in line with CWSRA.

12/75
	

Legislative Analyst gives the planning program a positive review and
recommends full funding for 1976-77.

1976	 Formal contract between the Secretary and Fish and Game for plans.

1976	 Memorandum of Understanding between Fish and Game and U.S. Forest
Service

1/77	 Fullerton receives his request for clarification of CWSRA intent from Attorney
General.

5/77	 First plans are submitted to Legislature one year late: Van Duzen, North Fork
American, Lower American, and Salmon rivers.

1976-77	 California sustains a severe drought altering the context of many of the states
environmental programs in the minds of a majority of the public.

1977	 Memorandum of Understanding between Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land
Management.

3/78	 Van Duzen and Salmon river plans are withdrawn at Secretary Johnson's
request.

3/78 Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife appoints Senator Peter
Behr to chair the Subcommittee on River Management Plans for the investigation
of the planning process and to hold public hearings in Sacramento and Fortuna
on the Van Duzen River plan. During the hearings, Deputy Fish and Game
Director James McCormick stated that he did not foresee a need to amend
CWSRA.

4/78	 Fish and Game sends Memorandum to Legislative Analyst presenting their view
on administration, implementation, and needed changes in the plans.

5/78	 Fish and Game sends revised planning program to Legislative Analyst.

5/30/78
	

Legislative Analyst makes supplemental recommendations on plans for 1978-79
budget further constraining funding in an attempt to hasten implementation of
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plans. Suggestions for implementation strategies are provided.

7/78	 New contract between Fish and Game and Resources Agency specifies, for the
first time, what is to be included in plans.

12/78	 Johnson receives his request for review of the planning process by Office of
Planning and Research.

1/79	 National Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE II) specifies six million
acres of California national forest to be studied to determine suitability of land
for wilderness or non-wilderness (multiple-use) areas.

6/79	 Johnson directs Fish and Game to prepare detailed comments and
recommendations for consideration in RARE II, but does not transmit
recommendations to Forest Service because of personal disagreement with the
federal conduct of RARE IL

1979	 Legislative Analyst recommends cuts in the appropriations for wild and scenic
river management plan study and implementation. Johnson is criticized for his
failure to communicate on RARE II. The Joint Budget Committee will reinstate
funding if Johnson prepares a report on RARE II.

4/13/79	 Interim Guidelines prepared by Department of Forestry for processing Timber
Harvest Plans on wild and scenic rivers. First implemented effort to deal with
timber harvest along protected corridors.

9/79	 Resources Agency explores the possibilities of using the federal designation
process to mandate state control over federal lands through the implementation
of state drafted plans. The Forest Service comments that they will not
recommend acceptance of any proposal which included vast areas of the Smith
River.

1979-80	 Revised plans for the Salmon River, plan for the Scott River, draft plan for the
Smith River, and revised draft plan for the Van Duzen River are completed by
Fish and Game, but remain controversial due to water use and long-range
resource planning.

7/18/80	 Governor Brown signs Peripheral Canal Legislation.

7/18-29/80
	

Governor Brown proposes five North Coast Rivers to the federal system: Eel,
Smith, Klamath, Trinity rivers, and the American from Nimbus Darn to the
Sacramento River.

9/80	 Draft Environmental Impact Statements are released by the Department of
Interior for the five proposed rivers; Andrus formally accepts California's
proposal.

10/80	 County of Del Norte vs. Governor Brown filed in state court.
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12/80	 State court settles Del Norte vs. Governor Brown.

1/19/81	 State proposed rivers are accepted into federal system.

4/81	 Association of California Water Agencies vs. U.S.

1981	 The Legislature does not include funding for wild and scenic rivers management
and planning program, instead creating a new program to study salmon and
steelhead in the wild and scenic rivers system to develop fisheries and to
improve planning strategies.

1982	 Governor Brown relinquishes office to Dukemajian.

1982	 CWSRA Amendments.

1984	 Portions of the Tuolumne River are added to NWSRA.

5/84	 Del Norte vs. U.S. decided in Appeals Court in favor of U.S. Designations.

1985	 Governor Brown's designations are upheld in federal court.

1986	 Amendments to CWSRA for the possible additions of the McCloud, West
Walker, East Fork of the Carson rivers.

1987	 Portions of the Merced River are added to NWSRA.

1989	 No additions made to CWSRA since 1972. Potential additions of McCloud,
West Walker, and Carson rivers pend investigation.
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APPENDIX B: Pre-CWSRA Rule Sets, (pre-1972)

Level 1

I. Scope Rule: riparian land use and water resource use on California rivers.

II. Position Rules:
A. Land Owners

1. Public: cities and counties of North Coast area, California State Trust, Cal. Dept.
of Forestry, Forest Service, BLM, Park Service.
2. Private timber industry, mining, developers, individuals.

B. Water Developers: Army Corp of Engineers, Dept. of Water Resources, Hydropower
utilities.
C. Protectionists: environmentalists, fisherman, economists.

Di. Boundary Rules:
A. Land Owners

1. Public: entrance through geographically defined jurisdiction over riparian lands or
river flows, through statutorial appointment, or through acquisition of lands. Exit
through loss of jurisdiction, lands, or statutory amendments.
2. Private: enter through market institutions, exit through federal eminent domain
clause.

B. Water Developers: enter and exit through Cal. Water Resources Control Board, appropriation
doctrine, and/or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rules.
C. Protectionists: enter through access to resources for recreation in the federal Act. Exit state
river corridors through lease of land/water rights for development.

IV. Authority Rules:
A. Land Owners: legal authority including the specification of access and the rights to resource
management as constrained by statutorial defined jurisdiction and procedure (public) or zoning,
easement, or land management laws (private).

1. Cities and Counties: authorized to undertake flood control works, water and power
supply projects on behalf on local residents.
2. Mining: may not lease federal lands that constitute bed, bank, or up to 1/4
perpendicular mile of "wild" riparian land for mining.
3. Timber harvest under prescriptions of USFS in federally designated river corridors
and under prescriptions of Dept. of Forestry on state lands.

B. Water Developers: may develop water resource projects in compliance with beneficial use,
the Cal. Water Resources Control Board rules, and the NWSRA.

1. Army Corp of Engineers: may develop projects which provide water quality and
flood control protection for North Coast areas including bank stabilization projects on
component rivers.

C. Protectionists: may enter public lands (designated or not) for recreational use of the rivers
and adjacent lands.

V. Information Rules
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A. Timber harvesters must prepare a timber harvest plan and submit to level 2 land managers.

VI. Aggregation Rules
A. The percentage of resource use in open harvest areas that are suitable for potential addition
and might be affected by resource development is a function of the various vested authorities of
position holders and the proportion of acreage which might not be affected by operations.
In symbolic form:

For Land Use

1 -[xi*Pi*xj*(1-E0] = a*[SUM x/x-r]

where xi = vested authority of timber operators,
Pi = transform variable from board-feet to acres,
xi = vested authority of mining operators,
a = proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might be affected by
operations,
1-a = proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected by
operations,
xr = total vested authority among all position holders.

For Water Resource Use

1 iy.*P.*0-01 = fty./ad

where y. = vested authority of dam builders,
P. = transform variable from acrefeet to free-flowing river miles,
f=	 proportion of maximum free-flowing river miles open to dam development which might

be affected by operations,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of acreage used
for resource development. When the resource unit is multiplied by each proportional authority,
it becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
The left hand side is the acreage which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore
the proportion of acreage not used for resource development. When subtracted from one, it
equals the right hand side.

VII. Payoff Rules
A. Federal designation controls resource degradation through selected resource development via
approved land management plans.
B. Timber harvesting activity benefits timber industry and local communities by generating
taxable revenue and creating jobs, but creates loss for protectionists in the form of increased
suspended solids in streams, soil erosion, and loss of fish habitat.
C. Water development and transfer generally benefit the southern region while imposing costs
on the northern region realized in diminished water quality and stream flows, wildlife habitat
losses.
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Level 2

VIII. Scope:	 the rules at level 1; resource management through policy implementation.

IX. Position:
A. Land Managers

1. U.S. Forest Service
2. National Parks Service
3. Bureau of Land Management
4. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
5. State Land Commission

B. Regulatory Authorities
1. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
2. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
3. State Resources Agency
4. State Water Resources Control Board.
5. Regional Water Quality Control Boards
6. California Water Commission

C. Planners
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
2. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game
4. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
5. Dept. of Water Resources
6. Forest Service

X. Boundary Rules
A. All positions are appointment for fixed terms by Governor, President, Legislature, or
Congress.

XI. Authority Rules
A. Federal land management agencies will develop general land use plans for their domain
acknowledging the general management principles and resource values (timber harvest,
recreational planning, and gravel extraction) necessary to protect such rivers in accordance with
the purposes of the act. Furthermore, federal land management agencies may enter into written
agreements with appropriate state and local agencies in the management of federal lands.
Management plans for such components may establish varying degrees of intensity for its
protection and development, based on special attributes of the area.

1. U.S. Forest Service: manages river corridors which run through forest service lands
in accordance with principles of multiple use and sustained yield. Develops the overall
management directives for California rivers in the federal system. Management plans
include a delineation of corridor boundaries which broadens the scope of the management
plan to include: white water rafting, recreational mining, camping, fishing, swimming,
mining including suction dredges, gravel extraction, housing developments, golf courses,
highway construction, and reconstruction of small hydro-projects.

B. Regulatory authorities: federal agencies shall administrate rivers to protect and enhance wild
and scenic values without limiting other uses which do not interfere with public enjoyment.
Primary emphasis given to esthetics, scenic, historic, archaeologic, and scientific features.
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1. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: may license above or below designated area
as long as activity will not reasonably diminish the segments inherent values as
determined by contributing environmental agencies.
2. Resources Agency: in accordance with the California Protected Waterways Plan,
identify state waterways with extraordinary scenic, fishery, wildlife, or outdoor
recreational values. Identify public demands and activities which might threaten to
diminish their resources. Along with affected state agencies, prepare detailed waterways
management plans for a number of river or river segments; create and direct a Task
Force to detail management plans.
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture: may propose rivers for designation to Congress and
reserve water for wild and scenic purposes. May use general statutory authorities for
recreation, preservation, conservation, and management of natural resources as he deems
appropriate in conveyance of the act. May enter into agreements with state and local
government. Sec. of Interior will make recommendations for designation status to
Congress.
4. State Water Resources Control Board: allocate water according to the states "public
interest"; decides on the basis of beneficial use including instream flows for fish, wildlife
and recreation, power generation, aesthetic enjoyment, navigation, and aquatic resources
or preserves. Additionally, may appropriate water from reservoir for protection or
enhancement of water quality, fish habitat.
5. Regional Water QuAlity - Control Board:, adopt and implement state water quality
control guidelines. Issue NPDES permits.
6. California Water Commission: conference and oversight of State Water Development
System and the DWR.
7. Department of Water Resources: supervises the distribution of waters, regulate and
supervises the operation of dams. Must ensure full beneficial use, prevent waste. May
acquire water sources for development through eminent domain

C. Planners: integrate information and coordinate planning activities.
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife: principle authorities are in habitat protection and
enhancement during the licensing and permitting of Corps permits, federal projects, and
hydropower.
2. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation: administer recreational grants and relate
technical assistance programs. Implement state and local river conservation programs
called for in section 11 of the federal act.
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game: oversees the design of dams and obstructions. May
determine and propose minimum flows to State Water Resources Control Board necessary
for the protection of fish and ecological reserves downstream of a diversion. May
comment and make recommendations on DWR projects.

XII. Information Rules
A. Dept. of Water Resources will conduct hearings on proposed dams and enlargements at which
time the Dept. of Fish and Game will conclude on the necessity of fishways. Also, DWR hearings
on watershed water supply potential.
B. Fish and Wildlife studies fish and wildlife habitats and coordinates information channels
between NPS, National Marine Fisheries Service, and California's EPA and Department of Fish
and Gaine on matters of project proposal and implementation.
C. The Task Force was authorized by legislature to develop management plans through public
hearings and review processes to include "conservation of those waterways of the state possessed
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of extraordinary scenic, fishery, wildlife, or outdoor recreation value*. Must submit to the
legislature for plan approval.
D. National Parks Service relies on information from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on
matters affecting the North Coast Rivers because of the anadromous fishery values.
E. Corp of Engineers prepares an Environmental Assessment of all projects which may impact
significant resource categories (fisheries, aesthetics, etc.) for which the river was designated. Sec.
6(a) of PL 89-72 requires the Corp to send copies of all PN's to the NPS's Regional Director.
F. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation conducts Congressionally authorized river studies
assigned to the Dept. of Interior.
G. Timber harvesting on state land is preceded by a timber harvesting plan prepared by the
harvester and submitted to the Dept. of Forestry and the Dept. of Fish and Game.
H. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game monitors rivers to establish instream flow requirements.
I. Each federally designated river segment will have specified corridor boundaries as determined
by the Sec. of Interior through an investigation of the segments land and water characteristics
within a specified time period stating which proposed actions that will uphold the wild, scenic, or
recreational values for which it was established.

XIII. Aggregation
A. Resource planning and management as affected by the weights given to each level-2 position
holder is a function of the vested authority of each level-2 position holder multiplied by the
proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected, minus unity.
In symbolic form:

1-[xi*xis1x(1-a)] = a*[SUM xi,hk/x-r]

	where xi=	 vested authority of resource managers,

	

xi=	 vested authority of resource regulators,
	x t=	 vested authority of resource planners,
	a =	 proportion of total level-1 position holders who are potential targets of the management

plans and might be affected by level-2 position holders,
1-a= proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected

by operations,
	x.r =	 total vested authority among all position holders.

Note: the right hand side of the equation should be thought of as the proportion of level 1 position
holders who might be affected by level 2 position holders. When the proportion of level-1
position holders is multiplied by each proportional authority of level-2 position holders, it becomes
the weight assigned to that management activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
The left hand side is the proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected by the
vested authorities of level-2 position holders, and therefore the proportion of level-1 position
holders unconstrained from resource development. When subtracted from one, it equals the right
hand side.

XIV. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

XV. Payoffs
A. All positions accrue benefits and costs due to fluctuations of agency jurisdiction, prestige,
power, and odministrative discretion.
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Level 3

XVI. Scope: the rules for designating and managing river segments.

XVII. Position
A. Rule Initiators: who initiates formal rules or formal rule changes at lower levels?

1. Legislature
2. Congress
3. Governor
4. Federal Government, (Sec. of Interior/Agriculture, etc.)

B. Rule Modifiers: who can influence change in the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Protectionist
2. Private Rights Holders
3. Water Developers
4. Cities/Counties of the northern coastal region
5. Governor

C. Rule Legitimizer: who authorizes or justifies the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Legislature
2. Sec. of Resources
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
4. Congress
5. Governor
6. Courts

XVIII. Boundary Rules
A. Rule Initiators: elected for fixed terms or appointed.
B. Rule Modifiers: endowments, court standing, and interest level, Governor being elected.
C. Rule Legitimizer: elected for fixed terms or appointed.

XIX. Authority Rules
A. Rule Initiator:

1. Congress may amend Wild and Scenic legislation to include new river segments and
propose new legislation regarding river protection. Congress may also approve or deny
management plans and corridor boundary delineations.
2. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture may propose river segments (potential additions and
administrative study rivers) to Congress for adoption into the federal act.
3. Governor and Legislature may propose or amend river protection legislation within
California,

B. Rule Modifiers: may assemble, speak, and publish. May present information before
Congress and the State Legislature during hearings. May obtain court standing. May influence
Congressional proposals for designation.

1. Governor may petition Sec. of Interior to include rivers within a pm-existing state
system to the national system.

C. Rule Legitimizer: may grant authority and justify the use of authority for rules at lower
levels.

1. Sec. of Interior may justify the use of agency authority in the development of EIS
which are precursors to designation.
2. Congress may grant or deny proposed designations from the Governor.
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3. Courts may arbitrate/resolve conflicts of interest between factions, agencies, and
governmental levels.
4. Legislature must operate and maintain state designated rivers to the federal system
without cost to the federal government. May appropriate money for state water project.

XX. Information Rules
A. Sec. of Interior must submit a proposal for system addition to the Sec. of Ag., Sec. of Army,
Sec. of Energy, and heads of other affected federal departments or agencies and shalt give weight
to their recommendations or comments. Emphasis is given to rivers likely of development. The
proposal then goes to the President defining the suitability of this future addition to the federal
system. Finally, proposed rivers are forwarded to Congress and an actual amendment is passed
to the act.
B. State Land Commission will produce a report for the legislature by 1973 identifying those
lands which possess unique environmental values and setting forth the criteria upon which those
determinations were made. Furthermore, the report will make recommendations to ensure
permanent protection of those areas and give consideration to the Protected Waterway Plan.
C. Secretary of the Interior shall notify FERC and publish any proposed designation in the
Federal Registrar 60 days before approval.
D. Federal statute lists 3 potential California additions to the system which are protected from
further degradation pending the completion of a report which is circulated between affected federal
and state officials for comment and recommendation.
E. Congressional and legislative bodies vote and form committees, and hold hearings which are
open to the public, according to the governing code.

)0a. Aggregation
A. The proportion of suitable rivers which might be acceptable for designation is a function of
the various vested authorities of position holders and the proportion of suitable rivers which might
not be acceptable for designations.
In symbolic form:

For River Designation

1 -(xi*xj*xk*(1-a)] = a*[SUM 4;01x-1]

where	 =
	 vested authority of rule proposers,

vested authority of rule modifiers,
=	 vested authority of rule legitimizers,

a= 	 proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might be
adopted into the state system,

1-a = proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might not
be adopted into the state system,

XT = total vested authority among all position holders.

B. The proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable for
implementation is a function of the various vested authorities of and weight given to position
holders and the proportion of potential river management plans which might not be acceptable for
implementation.

For Management Plan Adoption
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1-Exi*V`xk*(1-a)] = aN,k/xT1

where vested authority of rule proposers,
vested authority of rule modifiers,
vested authority of rule legitimizers,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might not be acceptable,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of rivers
designated or managed. When this proportion is multiplied by each proportional authority, it
becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
When subtracted from unity, the left hand side is the proportion of river designation or
management plans which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore the proportion
of rivers not designated nor managed.

3CCEI. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

XXIII. Payoffs
A. Rule Initiators: benefit of setting the agenda, prestige, power, influence; costs of losing
influence or displeasing constituency.
B. Rule Modifiers: benefit and costs associated with influence reputation over the rules which
govern access to rights and resources; costs of pursuing interests, losing influence, etc.
C. Rule Legitimizer: formalizing the distribution of costs and benefits that accrue to position
holders.
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APPENDIX C: Post-CWSRA Rule Sets (post-1972)

Level 1

XXIV. Scope Rule: riparian land use and water resource use on California rivers.

XXV. Position Rules:
A. Land Owners:

1. Public: cities and counties, California State Trust, Cal. Dept. of Forestry, U.S.
Forest Service, U.S. BLM, U.S. Park Service.
2. Private: timber industry, mining, developers, individuals.

B. Water Developers: Army Corp of Engineers, Cal. Dept. of Water Resources, Hydropower
utilities.
C. Protectionists

XXVI. Boundary Rules:
A. Land Owners

1. Public: entrance through geographically defined jurisdiction over riparian lands or
river flows, through statutorial appointment, or through acquisition of lands. Exit
through loss of jurisdiction, lands, or statutory amendments.
2. Private: enter through market institutions on those rivers not protected, (no entrance
conditions on designated rivers); exit through eminent domain or market.

B. Water Developers: enter and exit through Cal. Water Resources Control Board, appropriation
doctrine, and/or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rules. Exit whenever designation to
either system is made.
C. Protectionists enter through statutorily defined access to protected river corridors for
recreational activities. No exit defined.

XXVII. Authority Rules:
A. Land Owners: legal authority including the specification of access and the rights to resource
management as constrained by statutorial defined jurisdiction and procedure (public) or zoning,
easement, or land management laws (private).

1. Cities and Counties: authorized to undertake flood control works, water and power
supply projects on behalf on local residents.
2. Mining: may not lease federal lands that constitute bed, bank, or up to 1/4
perpendicular mile of "wild* riparian land.

B. Water Developers: may develop water resource projects in compliance with beneficial use,
the Cal. Water Resources Control Board rules, and NWSRA and CWSRA. The Eel River will
be studied for potential water development until 1985.

1. Army Corp of Engineers: may develop projects which provide water quality and
flood control protection for North Coast areas including bank stabilization projects on
federally designated rivers.

C. Protectionists: may enter public lands designated under either the state or federal system for
recreational purposes.

XXVIII. Information Rules
A. Timber harvesters must prepare timber harvest plans and circulate to level 2 land managers.
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VCDC. Aggregation Rule
A. The percentage of resource use in open harvest areas that are suitable for potential addition
and might be affected by resource development is a function of the various vested authorities of
position holders and the proportion of acreage which might not be affected by operations.
In symbolic form:

For Land Use
1-[xl*P1*xj*(1-0] a*(SUM

where =
=

a=

1-a =

xr =

vested authority of timber operators,
transform variable from board-feet to acres,
vested authority of mining operators,
proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might be affected by
operations,
proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected
by operations,
total vested authority among all position holders.

For Water Resource Use

1-EY1*P1*(1-01 = fly./Yrl

where y. = vested authority of dam builders,
P. -= transform variable from acrefeet to free-flowing river miles,
f =	 proportion of maximum free-flowing river miles open to dam development which might

be affected by operations,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of acreage used
for resource development. When the resource unit is multiplied by each proportional authority,
it becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
The left hand side is the acreage which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore
the proportion of acreage not used for resource development. When subtracted from one, it
equals the right hand side.

XXX. Payoff Rules
A. State implementation of designated status controls resource degradation through selected
resource development specified in management plans. 
B. Timber harvesting in river corridors benefits timber industry and local communities, but
permanently removes that corridor from potential addition to the state system as well as increasing
suspended solids in streams, soil erosion, and loss of fish habitat.
C. Water development is statute target: wild-scenic designation removes segment from
development. 
D. Cities and Counties lose tax base to designations. 
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Level 2

XXXI. Scope: the rules at level 1; rules for preparing wild, scenic, and recreational management plans.

)0CCII. Position:
A. Land Managers

1. U.S. Forest Service
2. National Parks Service
3. Bureau of Land Management
4. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
5. State Land Commission

B. Regulatory Authorities
1. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
2. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
3. State Resources Agency
4. State Water Resources Control Board.
5. Regional Water Quality Control Boards
6. California Water Commission

C. Planners
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
2. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game
4. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
5. Dept. of Water Resources
6. Protected Waterways Inter-Agency Task Force
7. Forest Service
8. River Advisory Committees
9. Private Consulting Firms

=CM. Boundary Rules
A. Generally all positions are appointment for fixed terms by Governor, President, Legislature,
or Congress with the following exceptions: Sec. of Resources appoints members of the Protected
Waterways Inter-Agency Task Force. and may disband task force; River Advisory Committees
are appointed by Fish and Game, and with the county board of supervisors in the Smith River
Advisory Committee. 

)0CXIV. Authority Rules
A. All state and local agencies shall exercise theirpowers in a manner consistent with the policy
and provisions of the state act. Federal land management agencies may develop general land use
plans for their domain acknowledging the general management principles and resource values
(timber harvest, recreational planning, and gravel extraction) from the act within the section on
environmental assessment. Furthermore, federal land management agencies may enter into written
agreements with appropriate state and local agencies in the management of federal lands.
Departments or agencies of the state neither assist nor cooperate with any planned construction
of water development projects which adversely impact the free-flowing or natural condition of a
designated river segment.

1. U.S. Forest Service: manages river corridors which run through forest service lands
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in accordance with principles of multiple use and sustained yield. Develops the overall
management directives for California rivers in the federal system. Management plans
include a delineation of corridor boundaries which broadens the scope of the management
plan to include: white water rafting, recreational mining, camping, fishing, swimming,
mining including suction dredges, gravel extraction, housing developments, golf courses,
highway construction, and reconstruction of small hydro-projects.

B. Regulatory authorities: federal agencies shall regulate use to protect and enhance wild and
scenic values without limiting other uses which do not interfere with public enjoyment. Primary
emphasis given to esthetics, scenic, historic, archaeologic, and scientific features. Management
plans for such components may establish varying degrees of intensity for its protection and
development, based on special attributes of the area.

1. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: may license above or below designated area
as long as activity will not reasonably diminish the segments inherent values as
determined by contributing environmental agencies.
2. Resources Agency: responsible agency for implementing the directives of the state
act including the development of corridor boundaries and management plans. May
declare water diversion necessary from scenic river to sunnly domestic water to residents
of county or counties through which the river flows under his determination that it will
not adversely affect the free-flowing character. Must nrotect and enhance the inherent
values of wild and scenic river corridors without limiting lumbering, grazing, and other
resource uses where the extent and nature of such uses do not conflict with nublic use and
enjoyment of these values. 
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture: responsible agencies for management plan development
and investigation reports at federal level. May use general statutory authorities for
recreation, preservation, conservation, and management of natural resources as he deems
appropriate in conveyance of the act. May enter into agreements with state and local
government. Regulate all mining rights on designated federal river corridors perfected
after passage of the federal act.
4. State Water Resources Control Board: allocate water according to the states "public
interest"; decides on the basis of beneficial use including instream flows for fish, wildlife
and recreation, power generation, aesthetic enjoyment, navigation, and aquatic resources
or preserves. Additionally, may appropriate water from reservoir for protection or
enhancement of water quality, fish habitat.
5. Regional Water Quality Control Board: adopt and implement state water quality
control guidelines for discharge into surface waters. Issue NPDES permits, which
includes runoff from harvested acreage. "208" planning agency.
6. California Water Commission: conference and oversight of State Water Development
System and the DWR.
7. Department of Water Resources: supervises the distribution of waters, regulate and
supervises the operation of dams. Must ensure full beneficial use, prevent waste. May
not acquire water sources for development through eminent domain without prior
normal of the legislature. 

C. Planners: integrate information and coordinate the development of management plans.
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife: principle authorities are in habitat protection and
enhancement during the licensing and permitting of Corps permits, federal projects, and
hydropower.
2. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation: administer recreational grants and relate
technical assistance programs. Implement state and local river conservation programs
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called for in section 11 of the federal act.
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game: oversees the design of dams and obstructions. May
determine and propose minimum flows to State Water Resources Control Board necessary
for the protection of fish and ecological reserves downstream of a diversion. May
comment and make recommendations on DWR projects. Post 1975, develop management
plans for designated river segments including restrictions on the construction of dams,
other impoundments, or water diversions. 
4. Protected Waterways Inter-Agency Task Force: (1972-75) develop management plans
for waterways listed in the Protected Waterways Act and subseauent legislation. ('73)
planning continues under CWSRA. 
5. River Advisory Committees: (post 1978) advise Fish and Game. 
6. Private Consulting Firms: (post 1975) use directives from Fish and Gaine to develop
management plans. 

XXXV. Information Rules
A. Dept. of Water Resources will conduct hearings on proposed dams and enlargements at which
time the Dept. of Fish and Game will conclude on the necessity of fishways. Also, DWR hearings
on watershed water supply potential. DWR has 12 years to conduct studies on the water
development potential of the Eel river.
B. Fish and Wildlife studies fish and wildlife habitats and coordinates information channels
between NPS, National Marine Fisheries Service, and California's EPA and Department of Fish
and Game on matters of project proposal and implementation.
C. National Parks Service relies on information from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on
matters affecting the North Coast Rivers because of the anadromous fishery values. a) Corp of
Engineers prepares an Environmental Assessment of all projects which may impact significant
resource categories (fisheries, aesthetics, etc.) for which the river was designated. Sec. 6(a) of
PL 89-72 requires the Corp to send copies of all PN's to the NPS's Regional Director.
D. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation conducts Congressionally authorized river studies
assigned to the Dept. of Interior.
E. Timber harvesting on state land is preceded by a Timber Harvest Plan prepared by the
harvester and submitted to the Dept. of Forestry and the Dept. of Fish and Game
F. Fish and Game monitors for instream flow requirements.
G. (Post 1975) Fish and Game hires private consultants who develop management plans. Fish
and Game works in close cooperation with affected counties including posting notice and holding
hearings in each county. and submitting a plan for management to each county. 
H. Each federal/state designated river segment will be classified as determined by the Sec. of
Interior/Sec. of Resources through an investigation within a specified time period of the segments
land and water characteristics stating which actions will uphold the wild, scenic, or recreational
values for which it was established.
I. (1972-1975) Task Force reviews EIS. water diversions permits on projects that might affect
any designated river, and other wild and scenic programs. Prepares draft management plans.

xxxvi. Aggregation
A. Resource planning and management as affected by the weights given to each level-2 position
holder is a function of the vested authority of each level-2 position holder multiplied by the
proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected, minus unity.
In symbolic form:
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iixi*xj*x,*(1-a)] = a*[suM xv„khET]

where vested authority of resource managers,
vested authority of resource regulators,
vested authority of resource planners,
proportion of total level-1 position holders who are potential targets of the management
plans and might be affected by level-2 position holders,
proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected
by operations,
total vested authority among all position holders.

Note: the right hand side of the equation should be thought of as the proportion of level 1 position
holders who might be affected by level 2 position holders. When the proportion of level-1
position holders is multiplied by each proportional authority of level-2 position holders, it becomes
the weight assigned to that management activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
The left hand side is the proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected by the
vested authorities of level-2 position holders, and therefore the proportion of level-1 position
holders unconstrained from resource development. When subtracted from one, it equals the right
hand side.

XXXVII. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

XXXVIII. Payoffs
A. All positions accrue benefits and costs due to fluctuations of agency jurisdiction, prestige,
power, and administrative discretion.
B. Private interests influence management plan development towards preferred outcomes.
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Level 3

I. Scope:	 the rules at level 2; rules for designating river segments and approving river management
plans.

LI. Position
A. Rule Initiators: who initiates rules or rule changes at lower levels?

1. Legislature
2. Congress
3. Governor
4. Federal Government
5. Sec. of Resources

B. Rule Modifiers: who can influence change in the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Protectionist
2. Private Rights Holders
3. Water Developers
4. Cities/Counties of the northern coastal region
5. Governor

C. Rule L,egitimizer: who authorizes or justifies the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Legislature
2. Sec. of Resources
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
4. Congress
5. Governor
6. Office of Planning and Research 
7. Office of Legislative Analyst
8. Attorney General
9. Courts

10. Resources Agency

M. Boundary Rules
A. Rule Initiators: elected for fixed terms or appointed.
B. Rule Modifiers: endowments, court standing, and interest level.
C. Rule Legitimizer: elected for fixed terms or appointed.

1. Office of Legislative Analyst: appointment by legislature. 
2. Office of Planning and Research: appointment by Governor. 

IV. Authority Rules
A. Rule Initiator:

1. Congress may amend Wild and Scenic legislation to include new river segments and
propose new legislation regarding river protection. May approve land management plans
and corridor boundaries.
2. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture may propose river segments (potential additions and
administrative study rivers) to Congress for adoption into the federal act and prescribe
designation status.
3. Governor and Legislature may propose or amend river protection legislation within
California.
4. Sec. of Resources may recommend rivers for inclusion to the legislature and
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determine protection status. May also determine what adverse affects to free-flowing
conditions and natural character includes.

B. Rule Modifiers: may assemble, speak, and publish. May present information before
Congress and the State Legislature during hearings. May obtain court standing. May influence
Congressional proposals for designation.

1. Governor may petition Sec. of Interior to include rivers within a pre-existing state
system to the national system.

C. Rule Legitimizer: may grant authority and justify the use of authority for rules at lower
levels.

1. Sec. of Interior may justify the use of agency authority in the development of EIS
which are precursors to designation. Also, Sec. may grant or deny designation request
by the Governor.
2. Congress authorizes the Governor to designate rivers with certain values to the
federal system.
3. Resources Agency may justify  the use of agency authority in the development of EIS
and management plans. 
4. Courts may arbitrate/resolve conflicts between parties.
5. Legislature can discharge authority to state agencies for the oversight of the state
system. Water development projects are first brought before the legislature where voting
procedure determines the plans outcome and further level 2 action. May approve money
for state water project.
6. Legislative Analyst: review budget requests of state agencies to ensure that their
programs are effective and efficient in carrying out the intent of authorizing legislation. 
7. Office of Planning and Review: review all state planning documents to ensure their
compliance with state policy. 

V. Information Rules
A. Sec. of Interior must submit a proposal for system addition to the Sec. of Ag., Sec. of Army,
Sec. of Energy, and heads of other affected federal departments or agencies and shall give weight
to their recommendations or comments. Emphasis is given to rivers likely of development. The
proposal then goes to the President defining the suitability of this future addition to the federal
system. Finally, proposed rivers are forwarded to Congress and an actual amendment is passed
to the act.
B. Secretary of the Interior shall notify FERC and publish any proposed designation in the
Federal Registrar 60 days before approval.
C. Federal statute lists 3 potential California additions to the system which are protected from
further degradation pending the completion of a report which is circulated between affected federal
and state officials for comment and recommendation.
D. The Sec. of Resources studies potential additions to the system before making a
recommendation and specifying status to the legislature for designation. 
E. Legislature will hold hearings after receiving D'WR report on the Eel to determine if all or
part of that river should be removed from the state act. 
F. Congressional and legislative bodies vote and form committees, and hold hearings which are
open to the public, according to the governing code.
G. Fish and Game budget requests for river management programs are first subjected to scrutiny
by the Legislative Analyst. 
H. Fish and Game planning documents are reviewed by the Office of Planning and Researchr2_isli:
to submittal to legislature. 
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VI. Aggregation
A. The proportion of suitable rivers which might be acceptable for designation is a function of
the various vested authorities of position holders and the proportion of suitable rivers which might
not be acceptable for designations.
In symbolic form:

For River Designation

1-[xi*xi*xk*(1-a)] = vii[SUM xkio,./xT]

	where xi =	 vested authority of rule proposers,
	= 	 vested authority of rule modifiers,
	x k =	 vested authority of rule legitimizers,
	a =	 proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might be

adopted into the state system,
1-a= proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might not

be adopted into the state system,
XT = total vested authority among all position holders.

B. The proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable for
implementation is a function of the various vested authorities of and weight given to position
holders and the proportion of potential river management plans which might not be acceptable for
implementation.

For Management Plan Adoption

1-[x *xt*(1 -0] = a[xkhk/x.r]

where x1 =

=
a=
1-a =

vested authority of rule proposers,
vested authority of rule modifiers,
vested authority of rule legitimizers,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might not be acceptable,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of rivers
designated or managed. When this proportion is multiplied by each proportional authority, it
becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
When subtracted from unity, the left hand side is the proportion of river designation or
management plans which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore the proportion
of rivers not designated nor managed.

VII. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

V1II. Payoffs
A. Rule Initiators: benefit of setting the agenda, prestige, power, influence; costs of losing
influence or displeasing constituency.
B. Rule Modifiers: benefit and costs associated with influence reputation over the rules which
govern access to rights and resources; costs of pursuing interests, loosing influence, etc.

1. Developers' influence and position is questioned by protectionists at both the federal
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and state levels of government regarding river protection issues. Vice versa for
protectionists.

C. Rule Legitimizer: formalizing the distribution of costs and benefits that accrue to position
holders. This is characterized by a zero-sum game where the Legislature reflects interests of
developers and the Governor sides with protectionists.
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APPENDIX D: Post-CWSRA Amendment Rule Sets, (post-1982)

Level 1

IX. Scope Rule: riparian land use and water resource use on California rivers.

X. Position Rules:
A. Land Owners:

1. Public: cities and counties, California State Trust, Cal. Dept. of Forestry, U.S.
Forest Service, U.S. BLM, U.S. Park Service.
2. Private: timber industry, mining, developers, individuals.

B. Water Developers: Army Corp of Engineers, Cal. Dept. of Water Resources, Hydropower
utilities.
C. Protectionists

XI. Boundary Rules:
A. Land Owners

1. Public: entrance through geographically defined jurisdiction over riparian lands or
river flows, through statutorial appointment, or through acquisition of lands. Exit
through loss of jurisdiction, lands, or statutory amendments.
2. Private: enter through market institutions on those rivers not protected, (no entrance
conditions on designated rivers); exit through eminent domain or market.

B. Water Developers: enter and exit through Cal. Water Resources Control Board, appropriation
doctrine, and/or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rules. Exit whenever designation to
either system is made.
C. Protectionists enter through statutorily defined access to protected river corridors for
recreational activities. No exit defined.

XII. Authority Rules:
A. Land Owners: legal authority including the specification of access and the rights to resource
management as constrained by statutorial defined jurisdiction and procedure (public) or zoning,
easement, or land management laws (private).

1. Cities and Counties: authorized to undertake flood control works, water and power
supply projects on behalf on local residents.
2. Mining- may not lease federal lands that constitute bed, bank, or up to 1/4
perpendicular mile of "wild" riparian land.
3. Timber harvesters may develop river corridors with "special treatment areas".

B. Water Developers: may develop water resource projects in compliance with beneficial use,
the Cal. Water Resources Control Board rules, and the federal and state W&SR Acts. May study
Eel river for potential water development until 1985. May not develop water projects on specified
tributaries to the Smith even though they are not designated components due to fisheries 
restoration/protection. 

1. Army Corp of Engineers: may develop projects which provide water quality and
flood control protection for North Coast areas including bank stabilization projects on
federally designated rivers.

C. Protectionists: may enter public lands designated under either the state or federal system for
recreational purposes.
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XIII. Information Rules
A. Timber harvesters must prepare timber harvest plans and circuit to level 2 land managers.

XIV. Aggregation Rules
A. The percentage of resource use in open harvest areas that are suitable for potential addition
and might be affected by resource development is a function of the various vested authorities of
position holders and the proportion of acreage which might not be affected by operations.
In symbolic form:

For Land Use

1-(xi*Pi*xj*(1-a)] = A.*[SUM x/xT]

	where xi =	 vested authority of timber operators,
	P 1 =	 transform variable from board-feet to acres,
	x j =	 vested authority of mining operators,

a = proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might be affected by
operations,

1-a= proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected
by operations,

x,r = total vested authority among all position holders.

For Water Resource Use

1-brx*Px*( 1-0] = fiYx/Yr]

where y. = vested authority of dam builders,

	

P. =	 transform variable from acrefeet to free-flowing river miles,
	f =	 proportion of maximum free-flowing river miles open to dam development which might

be affected by operations,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of acreage used
for resource development. When the resource unit is multiplied by each proportional authority,
it becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
The left hand side is the acreage which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore
the proportion of acreage not used for resource development. When subtracted from one, it
equals the right hand side.

XV. Payoff Rules
A. State implementation of designated status controls resource degradation through selected
resource development specified in management plans.
B. Timber harvesting in river corridors benefits timber industry and local communities, but
permanently removes that corridor from potential addition to the state system as well as increasing
suspended solids in streams, soil erosion, and loss of fish habitat.
C. Water development is statute target; wild-scenic designation removes segment from
development.
D. Cities and Counties lose tax base to designations.
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Level 2

XVI. Scope:	 the rules at level 1; rules for managing fisheries and other resources (under the state act)
and developing river management plans (under the federal act).

XVII. Position: who transmits or applies rules to level-1?
A. Land Managers

1. U.S. Forest Service
2. National Parks Service
3. Bureau of Land Management
4. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
5. State Land Commission

B. Regulatory Authorities
1. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
2. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
3. State Resources Agency
4. State Water Resources Control Board.
5. Regional Water Quality Control Boards
6. California Water Commission

C. Planners
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
2. Cal. Dept. of Forestry
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game
4. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
5. Dept. of Water Resources
6. Forest Service
7. River Advisory Committees

XVIII. Boundary Rules
A. Generally all positions are appointment for fixed terms by Governor, President, Legislature,
or Congress with the following exceptions: River Advisory Committees are appointed by Fish
and Game, and with the county board of supervisors in the Smith River Advisory Committee.

XIX. Authority Rules
A. Land Management: all state and local agencies shall exercise their powers in a manner
consistent with the policy and provisions of the state act, based on their interpretations.
Additionally, each state land management agency will prepare and implement management plans 
for designated river corridors within their domain. River management plans are no longer
required. Federal land management agencies may develop general land use plans for their domain
acknowledging the general management principles and resource values (timber harvest,
recreational planning, and gravel extraction) from the act within the section on environmental
assessment. Furthermore, federal land management agencies may enter into written agreements
with appropriate state and local agencies in the management of federal lands. Departments or
agencies of the state neither assist nor cooperate with any planned construction of water
development projects which adversely impact the free-flowing or natural condition of a designated
river segment.

1. U.S. Forest Service: manages rivers or river segments which run through forest
service lands in accordance with principles of multiple use and sustained yield. Develops
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the overall management directives for California rivers in the federal system.
Management plans include a delineation of corridor boundaries which broadens the scope
of the management plan to include: white water rafting, recreational mining, camping,
fishing, swimming, mining including suction dredges, gravel extraction, housing
developments, golf courses, highway construction, and reconstruction of small hydro-
projects.
2. Department of Forestry uses new regulations to restrict logging operations in
designated watersheds. 

B. Regulatory authorities: federal agencies shall administrate rivers to protect and enhance wild
and scenic values without limiting other uses which do not interfere with public enjoyment.
Primary emphasis given to aesthetics, scenic, historic, archaeologic, and scientific features.
Management plans for such components may establish varying degrees of intensity for its
protection and development, based on special attributes of the area.

1. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission: may license above or below designated area
as long as activity will not reasonably diminish the segments inherent values as
determined by contributing environmental agencies.
2. Resources Agency: responsible agency for implementing the directives of the state
act. May not develop corridor boundaries and management plans. May declare water
diversion necessary from scenic river to supply domestic water to residents of county or
counties through which the river flows under his determination that it will not adversely
affect the free-flowing character.
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture: responsible agencies for management plan development
and investigation reports at federal level. May use general statutory authorities for
recreation, preservation, conservation, and management of natural resources as he deems
appropriate in conveyance of the ant. May enter into agreements with state and local
government. Regulate al mining rights on designated federal river corridors perfected
after passage of the federal ant.
4. State Water Resources Control Board: allocate water according to the states "public
interest"; decides on the basis of beneficial use including instream flows for fish, wildlife
and recreation, power generation, aesthetic enjoyment, navigation, and aquatic resources
or preserves. Additionally, may appropriate water from reservoir for protection or
enhancement of water quality, fish habitat.
5. Regional Water Quality Control Board: adopt and implement state water quality
control guidelines. Issue NPDES permits which includes runoff from harvested acreage.
"208" planning agency.
6. California Water Commission: conference and oversight of State Water Development
System and the DWR.
7. Department of Water Resources: supervises the distribution of waters, regulate and
supervises the operation of dams, obtain land through eminent domain for dam purposes.

C. Planners integrate information used in deciding outcomes at the operational level.
1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife: principle authorities are in habitat protection and
enhancement during the licensing and permitting of Corps permits, federal projects, and
hydropower.
2. Federal Bureau of Outdoor Recreation: administer recreational grants and relate
technical assistance programs Implement state and local river conservation programs
called for in section 11 of the federal act.
3. Cal. Dept. of Fish and Game: oversees the design of dams and obstructions. May
determine and propose minimum flows to State Water Resources Control Board necessary
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for the protection of fish and ecological reserves downstream of a diversion. May
comment and make recommendations on DWR projects. Must conduct fisheries studies
and make recommendations to the legislature. 
4. River Advisory Committees: advise Fish and Game.

XX. Information Rules
A. Dept. of Water Resources will conduct hearings on proposed dams and enlargements at which
time the Dept. of Fish and Game will conclude on the necessity of fishways. Also, DWR hearings
on watershed water supply potential. DWR has 12 years to conduct studies on the water
development potential of the Eel river.
B. Fish and Wildlife studies fish and wildlife habitats and coordinates information channels
between NPS, National Marine Fisheries Service, and California's EPA and Department of Fish
and Game on matters of project proposal and implementation.
C. National Parks Service relies on information from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on
matters affecting the North Coast Rivers because of the anadromous fishery values.
D. Corp of Engineers prepares an Environmental Assessment of all projects which may impact
significant resource categories (fisheries, aesthetics, etc.) for which the river was designated. Sec.
6(a) of PL 89-72 requires the Corp to send copies of all PN's to the NPS's Regional Director.
E. Timber harvesting on state land is preceded by a timber harvesting plan prepared by the
harvester and submitted to the Dept. of Forestry and the Dept. of Fish and Game.
F. Fish and Game monitors for instream flow requirements. Must conduct studies on the
restoration, management, and protection of fisheries including a report to the legislature. 
G. Development of management plans by appropriate agency is in close cooperation with affected
counties. 
H. Each federaUstate designated river segment will be classified as wild, scenic, or recreational
as determined by the Sec. of Interior/Legislature through an investigation within a specified time
period of the segments land and water characteristics stating which actions will uphold the wild,
scenic, or recreational values for which it was established.

'al. Aggregation
A. Resource planning and management as affected by the weights given to each level-2 position
holder is a function of the vested authority of each level-2 position holder multiplied by the
proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected, minus unity.
In symbolic form:

1-Dri*xi*x k*(1-01 = .4*[SUM xi,-„kix-rl

	where xi =	 vested authority of resource managers,
	x i =	 vested authority of resource regulators,

xk = vested authority of resource planners,

	

a =	 proportion of total level-1 position holders who are potential targets of the management
plans and might be affected by level-2 position holders,

1-a= proportion of maximum acreage open to harvest or mining which might not be affected
by operations,

zr = total vested authority among all position holders.

Note: the right hand side of the equation should be thought of as the proportion of level 1 position
holders who might be affected by level 2 position holders through the promulgation of
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management plans prepared by level-2 actors. When the proportion of level-1 position holders
is multiplied by each proportional authority of level-2 position holders, it becomes the weight
assigned to that management activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one. The left
hand side is the proportion of level-1 position holders who might not be affected by the vested
authorities of level-2 position holders, and therefore the proportion of level-1 position holders
=constrained from resource development. When subtracted from one, it equals the right hand
side.

ICX11. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

XXBI. Payoffs
A. All positions accrue benefits and costs due to fluctuations of agency jurisdiction, prestige,
power, and administrative discretion.
B. Private interests influence management plan development towards preferred outcomes.
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Level 3

XXIV. Scope: the rules at level 2; rules for designating river segments.

XXV. Position
A. Rule Initiators: who initiates rules or rule changes at lower levels?

1. Legislature
2. Congress
3. Governor
4. Federal Government
5. Sec. of Resources

B. Rule Modifiers: who can influence change in the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Protectionist
2. Private Rights Holders
3. Water Developers
4. Cities/Counties of the northern coastal region
5. Governor

C. Rule Legitimizer: who authorizes or justifies the rules for making rules at lower levels?
1. Legislature
2. Sec. of Resources
3. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture
4. Congress
5. Governor
6. Office of Planning and Research
7. Office of Legislative Analyst
8. Attorney General
9. Courts

)CCVI. Boundary Rules
A. Rule Initiators: elected for fixed terms or appointed.
B. Rule Modifiers: endowments, court standing, and interest level.
C. Rule Legitimizer: elected for fixed terms or appointed.

1. Office of Legislative Analyst: appointment by legislature.
2. Office of Planning and Research: appointment by Governor.

XXVII. Authority Rules
A. Rule Initiator:

1. Congress may amend Wild and Scenic legislation to include new river segments and
propose new legislation regarding river protection. May approve land management plans
and corridor boundaries.
2. Sec. of Interior/Agriculture may propose river segments (potential additions and
arlministrative study rivers) to Congress for adoption into the federal act and prescribe
designation status.
3. Governor and Legislature may propose or amend river protection legislation within
California.
4. Sec. of Resources may recommend classification or reclassification of river segments
to the legislature and may include specific land use restrictions relative to such
recommendations. 
5. Lezislative approval of managementplans is not required. Le2islature must classify
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river status.
B. Rule Modifiers: may assemble, speak, and publish. May present information before
Congress and the State Legislature during hearings. May obtain court standing. May influence
Congressional proposals for designation.

1. Governor and state legislature together may petition Sec. of Interior to include rivers 
within a pre-existing state system to the national system.

C. Rule Legitimizer: may grant authority and justify the use of authority for rules at lower
levels.

1. Sec. of Interior may justify the use of agency authority in the development of EIS
which are precursors to designation. Also, Sec. may grant or deny designation request
by the Governor.
2. Congress authorizes the Governor to designate rivers with certain values to the
federal system.
3. Resources Agency may justify the use of agency authority in the development of EIS
and management plans.
4. Courts may arbitrate/resolve conflicts between parties.
5. Legislature can discharge authority to state agencies for the oversight of the state
system. Water development projects are first brought before the legislature where voting
procedure determines the plans outcome and further level 2 action. May approve money
for state water project.
6. Legislative Analyst: review budget requests of state agencies to ensure that their
programs are effective and efficient in carrying out the intent of authorizing legislation.
7. Office of Planning and Review: review all state planning documents to ensure their
compliance with state policy.

XXVIII. Information Rules
A. Sec. of Interior must submit a proposal for system addition to the Sec. of Ag., Sec. of Army,
Sec. of Energy, and heads of other affected federal departments or agencies and shall give weight
to their recommendations or comments Emphasis is given to rivers likely of development. The
proposal then goes to the President defining the suitability of this future addition to the federal
system. Finally, proposed rivers are forwarded to Congress and an actual amendment is passed
to the act.
B. Secretary of the Interior shall notify FERC and publish any proposed designation in the
Federal Registrar 60 days before approval.
C. Federal statute lists 3 potential California additions to the system which are protected from
further degradation pending the completion of a report which is circulated between affected federal
and state officials for comment and recommendation.
D. The Sec. of Resources studies potential additions to the system before making a
recommendation for inclusion and status to the legislature. 
E. Legislature will hold hearings after receiving DWR report on the Eel to determine if all or
part of that river should be removed from the state act.
F. Congressional and legislative bodies vote and form committees, and hold hearings which are
open to the public, according to the governing code.
G. Fish and Game budget requests for river management programs are first subjected to scrutiny
by the Legislative Analyst.
H. Fish and Game planning documents are reviewed by the Office of Planning and Research prior
to submittal to legislature.
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VUX. Aggregation
A. Additions to the federal system occur after private interests successfully petition Congressman
to amend the act or the Sec. of Interior is successful in proposing amendments to the act.3
B. Federal and state regulatory agency conflicts are resolved through procedures specified by the
respective governing code.
C. A governor-legislative proposal for designation to the Federal System is evaluated by the Sec.
of Interior who, after a level 2 information rule must be played out (the Sec. of Interior must
perform an EIS and circulate the proposal to affected agencies for review) makes a
recommendation to Congress.
D. Additions to the state system are made after the Sec. of Resources successfully proposes
amendments to the state act.
E. The proportion of suitable rivers which might be acceptable for designation is a function of
the various vested authorities of position holders and the proportion of suitable rivers which might
not be acceptable for designations.
In symbolic form:

For River Designation

1-[xi*xi*xk*(1-a)] = a*[SUM x ;k/xT]

where xi =	 vested authority of rule proposers,
xi =	 vested authority of rule modifiers,
xk =	 vested authority of rule legitimizers,
a	 proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might be

adopted into the state system,
1-a= proportion of all rivers which are suitable candidates for potential addition and might not

be adopted into the state system,
xT = total vested authority among all position holders.

F. The proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable for
implementation is a function of the various vested authorities of and weight given to position
holders and the proportion of potential river management plans which might not be acceptable for
implementation.

For Management Plan Adoption

where =

xk

a=
1-a=

1-[xi*xi*xk*(1-a)] = a[xk /xT]

vested authority of rule proposers,
vested authority of rule modifiers,
vested authority of rule legitimizers,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might be acceptable,
proportion of all potential river management plans which might not be acceptable,

Note: the right hand side of both equations should be thought as the proportion of rivers
designated or managed. When this proportion is multiplied by each proportional authority, it
becomes the weight assigned to that activity. The bracketed fraction is always equal to one.
When subtracted from unity, the left hand side is the proportion of river designation or
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management plans which might not be affected by the vested authorities, therefore the proportion
of rivers not designated nor managed.

300C. Payoff Rules: not reported for this level.

XXXI. Payoffs
A. Rule Initiators: benefit of setting the agenda, prestige, power, influence; costs of losing
influence or displeasing constituency.
B. Rule Modifiers: benefit and costs associated with influence reputation over the rules which
govern access to rights and resources; costs of pursuing interests, loosing influence, etc.

1. Developers' influence and position is questioned by protectionists at both the federal
and state levels of government regarding river protection issues. Vice versa for
protectionists.

C. Rule Legitimizer: formalizing the distribution of costs and benefits that accrue to position
holders. This is characterized by a zero-sum gaine where the Legislature reflects interests of
developers and the Governor sides with protectionists.
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